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President Reassumes Budget Battle

Reagan's Speech Will
Appeal To Congress
and more painfully — the cure that
must come."
'The speech, expected to last about
15 minutes, comes as the aciministra,
Lion.prour.47.04ijoyeipp swea with
Congress nearing key votes this week:
Conservative Republicans on the
Senate Budget Committee neared
agreement on a revised budget
blueprint,and House Speaker Thomas
Jr. said enough
mocrats
may
rver t,g7iirze
p
p:
ede
si nt a
- victory in the House.
The address is Reagan's third on
the ecohomy but his ,first public appearance since he was shot March 30.
The Murray-Calloway County "number one prior,."
It.comes on the eve of his 100th day
VINSONS HONORED — Mrs. Anne Vinson admires an engraved silver tray presented to her and her
Chamber of Commerce elected new
A committee w
established in in office, and the selection of the well
husband, Mancil J. Vinson, director of alumni affairs at Murray State, Saturday night by the university's Alumni
officers at its Monday meeting and the near future to pursue new logos, of the House is intended to focus the
Association in appreciation for Vinson's 13 years in the post. Vinson, far right, is leaving the post June 30. At
discussed projects for the 1981-82 brochures and other promotional drama of Reagan's re-emergence on
left is James E.(Buck) Hurley, Benton, the president-elect and who made the presentation. Bill Morgan,
the
year.
materials to attract businesses and in- the forefront of the fight for his
Benton,
the immediate past president, is second from the right.
New officers include president, Dr. dustries to the area, Teuton said.
economic program.
Marshall Gordon, vice president for
Within 30 days, a one-day planning
One White House official, who asked
university services at Murray State session-retreat will be held to discuss not to be identifiql, said the presiUniversityr'vire president, David neirprograms,committee structures dent's attitude is:'Look, we've talkGraham, Scott Drugs; secretary, and committee appointments, Teuton ed about the economy. We've analyzStuart Poston, administrator of the said.
ed it. Now is the time to do something.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital;
A major item of discussion at Mon- Now it's time to take the courageous
and treasurer, Joe Dick, president of day's meeting concerned a new measures to get the economy back on
the Bank of Murray.
business and tourist building, possibly the path."
According to Bill Teuton, chamber housing the chamber of commerce,
The president, who is not yet workOn behalf "of more than 25,000 liv- honored Saturday night during the
Scholarships provided through the
executive vice president, the. local the tourism commission and other ing full time in the Oval Office again, ing alumni," Dr. L. J. Hortin, retired
association's annual Alumni Day ban- interest generated from the investchamber will continue to keep groups. Teuton said the executive was putting the final touches on the journalism chairman at Murray
quet, held this year for the first time ment of the basic gift would be used
economic development as its committee will look into the matter.
speech today.
State, Saturday night officially an- in the new University Center.
for agriculture students at the univernounced the establishment of a
In announcing the establishment of sity, he said. Vinson, for 18 years an
perpetual scholarship in honor of the Mancil Vinson Honorary Scholar- assistant commissioner of agriculture
Mancil J. Vinson, departing executive ship, Hortin said the program would in Frankfort before coming to the
secretary of the university's Alumni be funded initially by $10,000 in campus in October 1968, is the first
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Oklahoma City early today, touched inch,stem to stern," Raab said.
Association and for the past 12 and association funds realized from the recipient of the Murray State
The shuttle left Tinker at 8:01 a.m. one-half years its director.
'The space shuttle Columbia, perched down at 11:25 a.m. EDT to the cheers
sale of the late G. C. Morehead's pain- Agriculture Club's Distinguished
atop a Boeing 747 jumbo jet, com- of a small group of spectators, said EDT, soaring into a clear blue sky
ting of "Oakhurst," the historic Agriculture Alumnus award.
with the mercury at 64 degrees. The
pleted its trip back to Florida this NASA spokesman Rocky Raab.
Vinson, who will be relinquishing presidential home on the campus durJoining Hortin in the tribute to Vinmorning, touching down not far from
He said the Columbia will be remov- flight to Florida's Atlantic coast the post June 30, after almost 13
ing the school's Golden Anniversary son was James E. Buck Hurley,
the spot where it blasted into space ed,from the back of the 747 this after- lasted about 3/
1
2hours.
years, and his wife, Anne, were celebration in 1972-73.
Benton and a 1939 graduate of the
two weeks ago.
noon and taken into the orbiter proAlthough Tinker was closed to the
school as well as the association's
The spacecraft ferry, which took off cessing building for exhaustive tests.
ublic this morning,thousands of peopresident-elect.
from Tinker Air Force Base in
"We're going to go over
ple watched the take-off from nearby
In citing Vinson's tenure as the
highways. The shuttle arrived there
alumni director. Hortin pointed out
Monday afternoon to a cheering
that "before he came, there was no
crowd of about .200,000 Oklahomans.
full-time director of alumni affairs."
The sightseers backed up traffic
"In association funds received," he
about two miles on Interstate 40,
said, "there was a balance of $34,698
which runs by the sprawling military
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Forcing and confidence that their money isn't on May 31, 1967. The total today is
base in southeast Oklahoma City.
$836,879, including Century Club
The overnight stopover was intend- President Reagan, Vice President just disappearing down some receipts, memberships and general
Of the plant's 100 employees, 70 are ed as a refueling stop for the shuttle's George Bush and every congressman bureaucratic rat hole."
Employees of the United Food and
contributions, scholarships and into pay Social Security taxes wouldn't
Commercial Workers of North members of the union, Danny Nix, carrier.
The president, vice president and terest generated from investments."
solve the retirement system's proAmerica, AFL-CIO, Local 227, at plant manager,said.
members of Congress now pay into
The final leg of the piggyback flight
"This does not include the funds
Ryan Milk Company ratified a new
Both Nix and Oliver said there were took the jet and its precious cargo blems, but a lawmaker says it would the federal civil service retirement designated by the James L. Hurley
comfort
the
nine
of
10
American
three-year contract by "a good ma- "good negotiations" with "no major over Greenville, Ark.; Jackson and
plan, which also covers 1.8 million Estate, the interest from which would
workers who do pay them.
jority" Monday,according to Richard problems."
civil servants. Although congres- push the total amount beyond the $1
Meridian, Miss.; Selma, MonOliver, union president.
Each declined to comment on tgomery, Troy and Dothan, Ala.; and
"We must prove that Social Securi- sional salaries are exempt from million mark."
specifics of the contract. However, Tallahassee, Ocala and Orlando, Fla., ty is alive and
Approximately 4,200 donors have
well," Rep. Greg Car- Social .Security taxes, income from
Nix termed the wage increase "very to the space center.
man, R-N.Y., said Monday as he in- outside activities such as speeches is been responsible for a total of mare
fair."
The shuttle rocketed into space on troduced legislation to add Reagan, not.
than $750,000 for alumni scholarships
Nix said that the company was April 12 and made a perfect landing Bush and his
in Vinson's 13 years as the alumni
534 colleagues to the
Carman
said
it
is
an
anomaly
that
"very pleased with the acceptance" on a dry lake bed in California two Social Security
system.
members of Congress vote on Social director, Hortin said, adding that of
will be "looking forward to three pro- days later.
April 28, 8:15 p.m., faculty
Security taxes but don't have to pay 280 recipients who received degrees
ductive years."
Its takeoff from Edwards Air Force
prior to 1980, or 32.5 percent,
"What better way to do that than to them on their main salaries.
woodwinds recital, Ray Smith,
According to general manager Jim Base, Calif., was delayed some three require the top elected offici.ls of this
graduated
siunma cum laude.
Farrell Recital Hall, second
Garrison, the milk company has hours,to 1:15 p.m. EDT,_while-teohni- country to join Social Seeurity?-"--he-—Mandl would be the first to emfloor, Price Doyle FinCArts Cennever had a strike over negotiations. cians installed a strut to secure a 17- said. "I'm not claiming that adding
phasize that these receipts are not the
ter, open to the general public, no
"We've had generally good relations piece aluminum tail cone to the shut- 537 people to Social Security is going
results of his efforts alone, but he did
admission charge, rescheduled
and have never carried a case to ar- tle. The white cone fits over the shut- to solve all of the system's problems.
play an important part in securing
from April 22.
bitration in 30 years."
tle's rocket engines and reduces drag. But it will give citizens ... new trust
many of them," Hortin said.
"One can safely say," he said in
•
presenting a. plaque to the departing
District No. Four of the nine lodges director, "that Mancil Vinson knows
of Free and Accepted Masons of more Murray State alumni and is
Calloway and Marshall Counties will known by more alumni than anyone
meet Thursday, April 30. at the living today.
Jonathan
Elementary School,
Highway 68 at Fairdealing.
11‘
By M.C.GARROTT
project in the geosciences junior high tary, second; Kimberly Higgins, Nor- Isaac Dale Schrogder, Murray MidBoyce Baker of Alford Lodge No
Murray and Calloway County category with his study on muthane th Elementary, and Malcom Taylor, dle, second; Damara Lynn Lanier, 925, district deputy grand master.
students captured 19 of the top awar- gas and different kinds of coal.
Southwest Elementary, both Carter Elementary, third; and said a dinner for all Master Masons
ds, including the best projects shown
Bill Maddox,12,son of Dr.and Mrs. honorable mentions.
Stephanie Ann Lucas, Nbrth Elemen- and their families will be served at
in two categories, as well as 23 William E. Maddox,1205 Doran Road,
Physics Junior High Group: tary,honorable mention.
6:30 p.m.
The regular quarterly meeting of
honorable mention certificates in the and a student at Murray Middle William Johnny Feckley, captain,
Botany Elementary Group: Sherrie
A tiled meeting will follow at 7:30 the Murray-Calloway County. Airport
annual Science and Mathematics Fair School, had the top project in the in- Calloway County Middle School, Lee Bogard, Captain, East Elemen- p.m. with special entertainment being Board will
be held at 6 tonight at the
Saturday at Murray State University. dividual mathematics competition on honorable mention.
tary,second.
provided by the ladies while the Murray Holiday: Inn.
The fair, for elementary and junior the elementary level with a study of
Physics Junior High Individual:
Botany Elementary Individual: meeting is being held, Baker said.
In addtion to routine business, sonic
high students, encompassed 323 odds and entitled,"Probability."
Brian Duncan,Murray Middle School, Shawn Cooper, Murray Middle, first;
Lodges in the district include limiters relative to the current improjects in six categories — botany,
The best elementary project of the first; and Janna Beth Hopkins, Christy Moseley, Murray Middle, Sharpe, Calvert City, Benton. provement project will lie
considered.
chemistry, physics, zoology,- fait was that of Tracy Terry, McNabb Calloway Middle,honorable mention. second; Patrick Chris Nix, Murray Briensburg, Hardin, Alford, Temple
Airport board meetings are open to
geoscience and mathematics.
School, Paducah and entitled, "It's
Physics Elementary Group: Middle, third; and Crissy Wolf, Hill, Murray,and Hazel. .
the public.
More than 1,200 students from 35 Not Nice To Fool Mother Nature."
Darrell Kay Brantley, captain, East Murray Middle, and Michelle Ford,
schools in 14 systems, participated.
The best junior high exhibit over-all Elementary, and Wendy Turner Calloway Middle, honorable menThe fair for high school students — was that of Carl W.Baker,Heath Mid- Swann, captain, Murray Middle, both tions.
grades 10 through 12— was held April dle School. It dealt with the way elec- honorable mentions.
Botany Junior High Group: Bobby
17.
tricity is produced by chemicals reacPhysics Elementary Individual: Darren Lamb,captain,Calloway MidThe two "best project" awards ting in a battery.
Charles Rose, North Elementary, dle,second.
were won byShawn Cooper and Brian
The complete list of Murray and second.
Chemistry Junior High Individual:
Duncan,both students at Murray Mid- Calloway award winners in the show
Mathematics Elementary Group: Laura Ann Cella, Murray Middle,
One Section — 16 Pages
Chance of thunderstorms
dle School.
follows:
Kathy R. Carson, Murray Middle, third; and Angel Dawn Adams and
Aces
7
late this afternoon and
developing
The son of Murray Fire Chief and
Zoology Junior High Group: Terri second; Shelley Lynn Howell, Murray Dana C. Morton, Murray Middle,
Building Page
5 continuing tonight. Lows tonight in
Mrs. Jackie Cooper, 212 S. 16th St., Lea Dennis, Calloway County Middle, Middle, third; and Kim Dance Dar- honorable mentions.
Classifieds
14, 15 the mid to upper 50s. Partly cloudy
Shawn,13, had the best botany exhibit captain,third.
nell, Calloway Middle, and Robert
Geosciences Elementary InComics
14 and pleasant Wednesday. Highs in
In the fair with his study of the effect
Zoology Junior High Individual: Paul Lyons and Steve R.Snow,both of dividual: Wendy Parker, North
Crossword
14
the mid 70s.
of fertilizers on soybeans. It also won Chrystina Monica Howard, Murray Murray Middle, all honorable men- Elementary, third; and Jason KupThursday through Saturday: A
3
Dear Abby
the top award in the botany junior Middle,third; Jon Mark Hall and Buf- tions.
chella, Murray Middle, honorable
chance for rain east Thursday
Deaths 81 Funerals
13
high individual competition.
fy Ellen Stokes, both Murray Middle,
Mathematics Junior High In- mention.
3 otherwise little if any precipitaDr.Lamb
Duncan, 13, the son of Dr. and Mrs. honorable mentions.
dividual: Ron Kohlenberger, Murray
Geosciences Junior High InGarrott's Galley
4 Lion. Lows in the 50s Thursday and
Don D. Duncan,1613 Catalina, had the
Zoology Elementary Group: Dena
Middle,third; and Anne Louise Bloom dividual: Geoffrey Wolcott Swann,
Horoscope
2 Saturday and in the 40s Friday
best exhibit of the fair in physics — a McClard, captain, North Elementary, and Gaydora Lynn Smith, both of Murray Middle, first; and Marcia
Lake Levels
Scene
2,3
Local
study of the behavior of sound. The and Angela Mari Hendrick, East Murray Middle,honorable mentions. Holt Ford,
Calloway Middle,
358.91
4 Lake Barkley
Opinion Page
project also placed first in the physics Elementary, captain, both honorable
Mathematics Elementary In- honorable mention.
359.94
8,9 Kentucky Lake
Sports
junior high individual competition.
mentions.
dividual: Bill Maddox, Murray MidGeosciences Junior High Group:
Geoffrey Wolcott Swann, Murray
Zoology Elementary Individual: dle,first.
Regina Jo Fox, captain, Calloway
ddle School, exhibited the top Brett Christensen, Carter Elemen013otany Elementary Individual: Middle, honorable mention.
ABIENINEffil
WArar=8N.IAP)r's": PresidePot'
Reagan, capitalizing on rising
popularity since last month's
zflMLi atteme 7,11rasumes
j5dbTlc ommand of his budget bittle
tonight with an
6liwtereafeTO
stop talking and start acting.
Aides said Reagan will tell a joint
session in the nationally televised, 8

win. CDT speech that Congress must
shed the "old and comfortable way"
because "a day of decision is near"
for..his tax and spending cut proposals.
tietIllikiiiii0aitess spending
growth created our economic mess,"
one source said Reagan will say."To
fail to act will delay — even longer

New Officers Elected
To Local Chamber

•

-Vinson-Perpetual Scholarship
Fund Is Established At MSU

Shuttle Rides Back To Florida

Government Taxes
May Please Public

Contract Okayed At
Ryan Milk Company

Gallery of
The Arts

District Four Of
Masons Will Meet
At Fairdealing

At MSU Science, Mathematics Fair

Local Students Capture 19 Top Awards

Airport Board
Meeting is Tonight

inside today

today's index

r

4

thunderstorms

g. •
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Coming ommuntty Events
\
*41k

rthigheeSdirdklia..-

aring concerning
the development of the
Educational Improvement
rlan for Calloway County
Schools will be held at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Middle
School.
Murray TOPS I take o4
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

A

;

• Singles Class of Seventh
Group B of Ladies Beginand Poplar Church of Christ
Will meet at 7 p.m. at the ning Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will meet from
church.
6 to 8 p.m. at the club. All interested members are inFly By Night band will ap- vited.
pear at 8 p.m. at the Stable
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Doors Coffee House, Universit3'. t:enter, Murray State. meet at 8 p.m. at the west
This i,s free and open to the end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.
public.

1140•11 S..

DiSry.

T10013

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of the Woodmen of the World
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Granny's Porch with Loretta
Jobs as hostess.

7 20.9 10
The State at the Art in
LAIN Animanon

ANIZRICAX

Band Festival, sponsored
by Kentucky. Music
Educators Association, will
continue today at Murray
State University.
Recital by Ray Smith,
woodwind, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

R

,
,..447.....
..rr.

,
?'" Murray . (-iv ietc-4911usic
Association will present the
opera,"The Elixir of Love,"
at 8:15 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission will
be by membership card
from Murray or Paducah or
for MSU students. Limited
memberships for the one
performance will be
available at a cost of $15 for
adults and $7.50 for students
and can be obtained at the
Free pap smear clinic will door before the perforbe held from 1 to 3 p.m. at
the Calloway County Health
In Search of Lost
Center. Call 753-3381 for an
Horizons" featuring Skip
appointment.
Hamra, Murray, senior, will
Overeaters Anonymous be presented at 8 p.m. at the
will meet at 12 noon in the University
Theatre
basement of the Baptist Mainstage, Murray State
Student Center, Waldrop and University. Admission will
Chestnut Streets.
be $1.50 per person.

Exhibits by Donnie (sage,
'Paducah, graphic design, by
John Thomas Lee, Murray,
metals show, and Mark
Rhodes, Valley Station,
ceramics, will open at the
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, and continue
through May 8.

Ends Thur.
P1,9 00

,•

ednes _.4.0111.29
2E4 n j,
Weekly -.. _111111ey in
Meeting of the Callosiity
County 4-H Horse and Pony April for Returning Students
Club for today has been can- United will meet from 8 to
9:30 a.m. in Room 101, Orcelled.
dway Hall, Murray State
University.
acting
Second workshop in
techniques and exercises by
Choral Festival,sponsored
Actors Theatre of Louisville
will be from 1 to 3 p.m. and 4 by Kentucky Music
association,
to 6 p.m. at the Community Educators
Theatre at the City-County David Wells, coordinator,
Park. For information call will be at Fine Arts Center,
795-1752.
Murray State University.

0' ilt*

Celebration Is Planned

Ftecital by Lonnie Klein,
clarinet, Henderson, will be
at 8:15 p.m. at'the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.

Annual exhibit • of . industrial projects by middle
and high school students,
sponsored by College of Industry and Technology, will
start at 8 a.m. at Beshear
Gymnasium, Murray State
University.

Senior Citizens centers at
Legion of Mary will meet
tlazel and Douglas will be
10:40 a.m. at St. Leo's
at
p.m.
2
open from 10 a.m. to
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45 Catholic Church.
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
District No. 4 of Free and
noon.
Accepted Mason Lodges in
Calloway and Marshall
Thursday, April 30
Second night of In Search Counties will meet at
Elementary
of Lost Horizons" featuring Jonathan
Skip Hamra will be at 8 p.m. School with dinner at 6:30
at the University Theatre p.m. for Master Masons and
Mainstage, Murray State families followed by tiled
University. Admission will meeting at 7:30 p.m. with
entertainment for the ladies.
be $1.50 per person.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Parentg Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforFrances Drake
mation call 753-5995 or 435FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 29, 1981
4385.
What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
Western Kentucky Lupus row
be? To find out what the (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Chapter will meet at 7 p.m. stars say, read the forecast
Give close ties the freedom
in the Oval room, Lourdes given for your birth Sign.
to express themselves. Don't
Titre Thin
put a damper on somebody's
Hospital, Paducah.
7 30 !Sari!
,
Hold back on
enthusiasm.
ARIES
/ilicifrie/
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er44 %, quick criticisms.
Wednesday, April 29
Behind-the-scenes financial LIBRA
Title I Parent Advisory developments are favorable. (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Ari
Caution and indecision work
Council will meet at 3 p.m. at Take the initiative and you'll
Kris KristopMersen
against you. You must make
day's
by
feedback
positive
get
School.
High
the Murray
Chestnut St•753-3310
up your mind, if you are to
end.
from favorable
profit
TAURUS
developments at work.
-Inememalmiem
iApr. 20 to May 20)
Be careful not to make SCORPIO
mistakes on the job. Boredom iOct.23toNov.21i
A too-suspicious nature
is no reason to neglect responsibility. Socialize after work- could make love fly out of the
window. Others are
ing hours.
We are pleased to
straightforward, and you
GEMINI
should be the same. Share
(May 21 to June 20)
announce that Krista
ideas.
behind-the-scenes
Pursue
Maupin, bride-elect
sjr4)
career offerings, but don't mix SAGITTARIUS
of Gary Crass has
business with pleasure. A (Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Don't let social life interfere
private talk brings beneficial
her
chosen
with the beginning of an iminformation.
portant work project — which
decorating
ac CANCER
June 21 toJuly 22) e(z) you can start after working
cessories from our
Friends may offer you an in- hours.
complete
bridal
vitation, perhaps for travel, CAPRICORN
registry. Krista and
but a relative may not wish (Dec. 22 to Jan.19)
Higher-ups may be too
you to go. Distant interests are
Gary will be married
preoccupied to listen now. A
favored.
loved one, though, will take
June 6, 1981,
LEO
great interest in you and what
July 23 to Aug.72
Though business discussions you have to say.
go well, you should be careful AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
regarding financial transac1104 Story Ave.
This is one time when the
tions. Higher-ups prove
advice could keep you
wrong
753-4567
career.
helpful to your
from taking advantage of a
favorable money opportunity.
Family is supportive.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
Don't let inhibitions take
hold. This is a good time for
talks with others, even though
you're hesitant to bring up intimate questions.
YOU --BORN- TODAY. are
idealistic but temperamental.
You are inventive and imaginative and can make an
original contribution to the
field of your choice. Your
secret of success is to know
your audience, otherwise your
message won't be understood.
A VERY SPECIAL LADY

" p•-_,L, ht!:TWIN Arsh,
-Thursday, April
diosota.- Asipy Hou...4
L._
ColumbusttTeld ateir -eillehrate their 50th wedding
p.m. at St. Leo's-Cathohe -ahailtiKaarY with a reception
Church.. Following the meal, at the Community Room of
*alter Michael will be pre- the North Branch of the
12th
aginrs.
r be
n fuoct
ond
square Peoples Bank, North 12
sent
and Chestnut Streets, on
dance session
All adults of the parish are SalidaY. MaY 3.
All friends and relatives
invited.
are invited to call between
Annual ROTC Presidential the hours of 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Awards Day will be held at The reception will be hosted
3:30 p.m. at the University by their son, Charles Vinson,
Center Theatre, Murray and daughter-in-law, Gale
State University. The public Vinson.
The couple was married
is invited.
May 3, 1931, near Model,
Tenn., in Stewart County,
Bible Journaling Group of Tenn., with Justice of the
First Christian Church will Peace Roy Vinson presiding.
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of Their attendants were Jewel
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knight and Dixie Hicks.
Mrs. Vinson, the fcirmer
Roberts, 1665 Calloway.
Lerlie Hicks, is the daughter
of the late Timothy Hicks
They have one son,
Senior Citizens centers and Ma Frances Compton mer, is the son of the late
of Murray, and one
Charles
Hicks.
and
Charlie Smith Vinson
will-be open from"10 a.m.to 2
grandson,Todd,5.
Mr. Vinson, a retired far- Alpha McDougal Vinson.
p.m. at Hazel and Douglas
and from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vinson

Western Kentucky Lupus
Chapter To Meet Tonight
The Western Kentucky
Lupus Chapter will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m.
in the Oval Room, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, with Dr.
Stephen Luigs of Paducah as
speaker.
The Lupus chapter is for
anyone interested in information about the disease
Lupas Erythematosus
(L.E.), which is among five
diseases that in medical
circles are considered
"cousins" and are referred
to as connective tissue or
auto-immune diseases.
There are two forms of L.
E., Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus (S.L.E.) and
Lupus
Discloid
Erythematosus. S.L.E. is
classified as one of the
rheumatic diseases, in the
same family as rheumatoid
arthritis, and is usually considered a chronic, systemic,
inflammatory disease of
connective issue, according
to information furnished by
the local chapter.
Muscle aches are common, as is inflammation of
.muscle groups. S.L.E. can
be Mild, but because it can
involve joints and -skin,
kidney and blood, heart and
lungs, it may appear in different forms and with vary-

via

Some Angora sweaters are
made of rabbit hair
the
long, soft fur of the Angora
rabbit. The animals originally were selected and bred for
their luxuriant fur, probably
in Turkey, according to National Geographic.

ing intensity.
Nearly a million persons in
the U. S. are afflicted, most
of whom are women between
20 and 40 years old.
Discloid L.E. has a particular type of skin rash with
raised, red,scaly areas, with
eruptions tnore common on
the face. Patients have normal internal organs,and one
out of 20 may develop internal changes, the chapter information showed.
More information may be
obtained by calling Elaine
Ellis at 1-876-7982 or Renee
Saul at 1-444-2233

••••••••
•
•
•
•
•

Contest Rules:
•Write 200 words or less on why your mother should
be Juanita's Mother of the Year.
•Mail or bring entries to Juanita's Flowers Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd.
•Deadline Friday, May 8, 5 p.m.

The Winning
Mother Receives
*Orchid Corsage
•
•One Dozen Long
•1 Set Personalized
Stemmed Red Roses
Etched Glasses

;:e•

and
Mom's photo in
The Murray Ledger & Times

"When you want to send the best...
Coll Juanita's Flowers Inc.
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753-3880
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JUANITA'S
FLOWERS INC.
917 Coldwater Rd.
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BOGGESS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gene
Boggess, 1638 West Olive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Jessica Brooke.
weighing six pounds 10
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Friday, April 24.
The mother, the former
Pamela Hopkins, is on leave
as an expanded duty dental
assistant in the office of her
father, Dr. Thomas Hopkins.
The father is manager of the
Fancy Farm plant of Hutson's Ag Service.
Grandparents are Dr. and
Mrs. Gary Boggess of Hardin and Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hopkins of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Boggess, Hardin, Mrs. Noreen McKinney,
Iuka, Mrs. Elsie Hopkins,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Alvie C. Green, Benton. A
great great grandfather is
Albert Boggesa of Cedar
Crest Nursing Home.
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Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 Arcadia St.
Mon.-Tves.-Sot. 9:00-6:00
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 9:00-$:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00
Sale Ends Saturday Evening May 2
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Melissa Lynn Ray
Is Accepted At
Freed-Hardeman

(
Amu
asy

Melissa Lynn Ray, a
graduate of Henry Co. High
School, has been admitted to
Freed-Hardeman College for
By Abigail Van Buren
the 1981 Fall semester.She is
dathe ughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Ray of Hazel.
Advising and registration
for all new students at the
' college will begin Aug. 27.
DEAR ABBY: A month ago I met a gentleman in a
Oldham, vice
nightclub. I gave him my phone number and the next day he Reeder
called me for a date. We went out and had a wonderful time president for enrollment
just talking and getting to know each other. I told him I had development,anticipates aprecently lost 40 pounds and planned to shed another 25. proximately 600 new studenI didn't hear from him for a month. Then I received this ts and a total enrollment of
letter:
about 1500.
"Hi. You are probably wondering why I haven't called Freed-Hardeman is a fully
you, so I might as well tell you the truth. First let me say I accredited, Christian college
think you are a nice, cute girl and a wonderful person to talk
located in Henderson,Tenn.
to or I wouldn't have taken you out. I like you and! think
‘-'130111110ist before I take you oil'
WA/MEW I:pounds!
"I am very picky about girls. They have to be TRIM! When
you've slimmed down, call me. Take care."
Since receiving this letter I have lost more weight — fo
myself, not for him. Abby, please tell me, do you think thi
gentleman was trying to do a fat girl a favor? Or wile he jus
showing himself for what he is — a conceited creep? Wha
should I do?
FAT CHANC

Weight-Conscious Man
Acts Like A Fathead

el) HEALTH
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May Fellowship Day
Scheduled On Friday
May Fellowship Day will be observed by Church
Women United on Friday, May 1, at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Following the services, fellowship and
potluck will be held in the Parish Center, North 12th and
Payne Streets.
The Spirit of The Lord Frees and Unites" ;sal be the
theme of the worship service prepared by five women active in CWU from Illinois and Ohio.
Like the World Day of Prayer and World Community
Day, this is one of the three celebrations sponsored by
CWU as a symbol of the unity of church women across the
country, a spokesman said. May Fellowship Day is
always held on the first Friday in May, a tradition since
1933.

•••

DEAR ABBY: Should we be thankful for having more
"choices" today? When I was in high school 30 years ago,
my English teacher would stress,"You have a choice — you
can go to the movies or you can stay home."
Never would she say,"You have two choices, you can go
to the movies or stay home."
Was my teacher right? Everything you read today has
"two choices."
STYMIED READE

oriShis basis
The veins to the testicle are
very important means of
regulating temperature. The
body heat in the arteries is
transferred to the veins and
never reaches the testicles.
This helps to keep them cool
enough to be able to produce
enough healthy sperm for
fertility
The many factors that
affect male fertility are discussed in The Health Letter
number 17-4, Male Reproductive Function, whigh I am
sending you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New YTit" NY 1 19.

sperm count
In many
instances this can be accomplished by the male taking
fertility pills They stimulate
sperm production in the male
the same way they stimulate
release of ova in the female

nitely what you can expect in
your husband's case.
tea examinations to check his
sperm count are the only
gauge in evaluating his potency.
If you released more ova It
might help, but the real goal
is to increase your husband's

to see if that helps The last

A free Pap Smear
for women will be held Wednesday, April 29, from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh and Olive Streets.
This is free and open to the public. Persons may call 7533381, the center,for an appointment.

•••

DEAR NO NAMES: A confrontation is not necessary. Every morning, check the dressing room wall
for "holes," then cover them with adhesive paper. Do
this routinely and your boss will soon realize that you
are on to his dirty little peeping game.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB - I am
32 years old and my husband
is 30 I have been trying to get
pregnant for over four years
now but no luck I had all the
tests and have no problems
Then my doctors asked to see
my husband. It turned out that
he has a low sperm count of
19 million. My doctor also
found that he had a large varicose vein of the testicles He
had the vein removed. How
long should it take for his
sperm count to come up, if it
ever will? Would it help if I
took a fertility drug to
become pregnant/ I am about
ready to give up trying.
DEAR READER — Your
lascine reminds me of that
if at first you
don't suceed, try, tr a am.
1116":7•'.-7`cOuples Who nive
ty problem it is because of the
male and not the female In
some cases it is a combination
of both
Your husband had a varicocele. Some authorities claim
that half of all cases of infertility caused by the male are

Pap Smear Clinic I

DEAR CHANCE: Revenge is sweet (and zer
calories), so indulge yourself. Slim down, but don'
call him. Arrange to run into him "accidentally," an
if he asks why you haven't called, tell him you are
"picky" about.- - -01App,prefer men who judge a
woman by her character and personality, not he
weight.

DEAR ABBY: We have a big problem at work. We are tw
women who manage a women's retail store. The dressin
room is next door to our boss's office. We have found small
holes in the walls in his office, which enable him to look into
the ladies' dressing room. (The hole* are covered by
pictures.)
_
Do you have any ideas, Abby? We can't come right- out
and confront the boss or we might get fired.
NO NAMES, PLEASE

Producing healthy sperm

Prenuptial Events Held
For Miss Sharon Walker
INTERNATIONAL DAY — Mrs. William Murphy, pictured center, top photo, was
guest speaker at the International Day Program held by the Calloway County
Homemakers on April 23 at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Mrs. Murphy, who is a native of Latvia, Europe, and came to America with two small children
In 1950, spoke on "How Proud She Was To Be An American." She told of many of her
experiences during World War II in Europe and how she came to America.She was introduced by Laverne Hardie, international day chairman, pictured second right, in
the top photo. Also pictured are, from left, Maxine Scott and Judy Stahler, vice
president and president respectively of Calloway Homemakers, and Jean Cloar,
right, county extension agent in home economics. Special music was provided by the
Murray State University String Quartet, pictured bottom photo, from left, Arnie
Casey, violin, Tim Lyons, violin, Melinda Thomas, cello, and Karen Barnett, viola. A
potluck luncheon was served.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

DEAR STYMIED: According to my word maven
William Satire, "You can have a choice or tw
choices. Both are correct. But you cannot correctl
say,'You have two alternatives.' An alternative t
the other choice."
So, take your choice.
Se.

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Miss Sharon Walker,
bride-elect of Tripp Furches,
has been honored recently
with several prenuptial
events. The couple will be
married May 8.
A miscellaneous shower
was given on April 4.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Miss Jackie Miller,
Miss Jane Greer, Miss
Regina Walker, and Mrs.
Johnson. The
Karon
hostesses presented the
honoree with a kitchen print
for her new home.
A bridal tea was held on
April 11 at the home of Mrs.
Sue Raw. Hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Wanda
Walker, Mrs. Martha
Adams, Mrs. Judy Mathis,
Mrs. Teresa Walker, Mrs.
Rose Walker, and Mrs. Sue
Rose, all aunts of the brideelect. Honored guests included mothers and grandmothers of the couple.
A bridal tea was held on
April 18 at the University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray. Hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Gail Turner, Mrs. Suzanne C,athey,
Mrs. Juanita Collins, Mrs.
Dorothy Morton, Mrs. Gela

Ellis, and Mrs. Clara Nelle
Furches. The hostesses
presented the bride-elect
with an afghan as a gift.
Honored guests included
mothers and grandmothers
of the couple.

DEAR DR LAMB — I have
lost 20 pounds in about four
months for unknown reasons
I was not dieting. I drank my
normal amount of beer, eight
to 10 a day. I had two physicals since then and nothing
showed up I am curious about
sugar or diabetes What is a
symptom to look for/ I am
pretty tired after an eighthour work day and can hardly
.11",4r.a. driving home I
have been trying to watch my

dietso as
month I have been holding my
weight OK
DEAR READER — Unexplained weight loss always
deserves an evaluation. Diabetes can be a cause Usually
there is a loss of too much
sugar in the urine, leading to
loss of calories with weight
loss and fatigue Other symptoms include excessive thirst,
passing excessive amounts of
urine to eliminate the excess
water one drinks and often
excessive hunger But many
people with early diabetes
have no symptoms
Fatigue can be caused from
weight loss alone. I don't
doubt that Muhammad Ali
was affected by a rapid loss of
lots of weight. Alcel Keys and
staff at the University of Minnesota proved 40 years ago
that young healthy men who
lose weight have marked
fatigue and other problems
Weight loss can also be caused
by an overactive thyroid. A
diseased liver may be a
factor, which I mention
because of your habit of
drinking so much beer. Liver
disease also causes fatigue

Prom
Time
for

Calloway & Murray High
Order Now For Best
Selection and Get A

10% Discount
Cash & Carry orders, with student ID.
We have nosegays, fresh or silk, corsages and boutonniere's

753-9514

ORDER NOW

Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.rn.
600V. SOUTH 4TH

WS&

MURRAY. KY
1111=MIIMmrom.

20%to50%.
Storewide
May
April &
1st and 2nd
29-30
Exduding Ultra Suedes and
Blue and Yellow Kenrob

Mademoiselle Shop

Film Festival
Is Wednesday
A film festival sponsored
by the Murray State University Learning Center will be
held from 2 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, April 29, at the
University Theatre in the
new Student Center.
The films set to be shown
are "Am I Being Realistic?
"The Truly Exceptional,"
"Like Other People" and I'll
Find A Way." The films
which deal with learning
disabilities and the hoodicappped will be shown consecutively.
The festival is in conjunction with the International
Year of the Disabled.

753-3882 — Court Square 111 S. 4th

Here are three more good reasons
for you to call
a.
Diet Center
1. Pat Mason
She lost 60 pounds!

2. Mary Hatcher
She lost 85 pounds!
"I couldn't believe how last I
lost weight, and I cfid
without feeling hungry or
nervous

3. Carolyn Little
She lost 36 pounds!
-My total weight kiss totalk
only 6 weeks and I felt belie,
while dieting that, I had ever
roy lifer
felt
tn
oil AT THE

181 POUNDS
QUICKLY
. & NATURALLY
AT DIET CENTER

woo
753-$024

ELECTED PRESIDENT
Ms. Fritzie Hashagen, student at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, has been elected president of the Alpha Lambda
Chapter of Delta Sigma Pi,
international business
fraternity. Ms. Hashagen's
mother, Mrs. Mary Roesch,
resides on Murray Route 2.

Mos
hie NS
•

Docido To Chow
Taw Uhl

HASSURGERY
Mrs. Harold (Estelle)
Ezell of Murray Route I
underwent major surgery on
Monday morning at the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. She was
reported in fair condition on
Monday afternoon.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Finney of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Pagucah.

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
Y ou--Can-Tell ByThe Total On The TaApe [5-8, T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Seed April 2$ titre Alley 5

Lynn Grays

Field

Pro-Leaguers

Large Ego
Doz.

GUESTS HE RE
Dick Pierch and Jack
Albea and son, Clifford, of
Covington, Ind., have been
guests of Mr. Piprch's
sisters, Jenny and Peggy
Pierch, who reside in the
Kentucky Lake area.

"I feel that I have .s new lease
on life, Everyone with a
weight problem should try
the Diet Center plan"

SAVE — SAVE

69_c___

88
C
120*.

Wonder

Bread

Sausage
$1 18

3 99c
16 Oz. Loaf

Lb.

20 Lb.

Potatoes
$286

White Cloud

7.7. . . . . ,

SAVG4 Real Pkg.

Coca-Cola
or
Sprite
R.C.
Tab
Mon.-Thurs.8-7
F i -•

II

Pee
Oz.
Plus
Deposit

9
148 r

Across From Murray Drivo-In
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14.)1frking Back
1() Years Ago

Editorial

Gratitude Owed
To Larry Engkmd
The students, faculty, and school administration to
parents, and patrons of make the Speech Team as
Calloway Courity High School much as part of winning for
owe a debt of gratitude to the the school as any other type of
leadership and continued extracurricular event of the
1042W4w. school svatp—,..
. • --work. of Jr'- "314
the speech coacn, 17
has been named as 1981 Coach
of the Year by the Kentucky with his wife, the former Jo
Beth Watson, both graduates
High School Speech League.
This award was presented to of Calloway County High
England at the Senior High School, have endeavored to brState Speech and Debate ing honors to the school and to
Tournament held April 25 in prepare the speech students
Garrott's Galley
By M.C.Garrott
for their chosen professions in
Lexington.
Along with this award, his later life, whether it be a
Calloway Speech Team also minister, lawyer, doctor,
won the state championship teacher,or whatever.
Congratulations to England
for the second consecutive
year. This is the sixth state ti- and the speech team.
Also special congratulations'
tle that England's teams have
+++
to
the speech team at Murray You learn something every day. At
On one trip, they were sailing along
won since 1977.
Chuck
to
Murray State in 1941 a road near Osceola, Ark., when
least,
came
I
find
that
to
be
the
case.
High
School
on their win at the
England took over as speech
coach at Calloway County tournament and to their I didn't know, for example, until a from Eldorado, Ill., and was a student someone noticed a wheel bouncing
few days back that Charles (Chuck) for two years before going into the Air along beside them. "Look!" he exHigh School in 1970 and since speech coach, Mark Etherton, Simons had one of the early dance_ Foam in 1943 and winding up in Ger- claimed."Someone
has lost a wheel!"has time has worked diligently who continues to promote and bands on the Murray State campus. -hill* He got out of service in 1946
Almost at that moment they learned
with the support of the develop the speech and debate The Lee Cannon band was before and came back to the campus to earn who the "someone" was — their own
bus — as it dropped down on the drum
students, parents, teachers, program at Murray High my time. Leroy Offerman's was the a degree in political science in 1948.
All the time, he had been playing and skidded to a pecarious stop. They
campus band when I became a
School.

Chuck Simons Looks Back On HIS Days
With The Shelton And Foster Bands

Funny
Funn Y World

Bible Thought

There was a long line outside a "Father, give me the portion
al
theatre in Westwood, California when goods that falleth to me . . Father
someone yelled, "Let's get this line 4 . . make in. as one of thy hired
moving."
servants." lake 15:12, 19
Another patron, a little more patient
Maturity in one's prayer Me is the
replied, "Lines are not supposed to ability to move from "give me" praymove. If they did they would be ing to "make Me" praying. How do
you pray?
parades."

Low Down

FROM

THE

By Joe Cramp

Congressional
Record

Orange Dumping
Policy A Lemon
Representative George Miller
Calif.) "...I am introducing
legislation (H.R. 3022) to reform the
agriculture marketing order
program.
"A program intended to support
small farmers in many casPs now
protects large
agricultural
domination of the food market.
"A system designed to benefit the
public now excludes the public from
the major decisions which affect our
pocketbook and our health.
-So, now we have growers who are
using subsidized water—paid for by
taxpayers — which is delivered
through irrigation systems —paid for
by taxpayers — to grow crops which
are destroyed (oranges) — in order to_
inflate food prices — which are paid
by taxpayers.
"And this is justified as preserving
the free enterprise system?
''My legislation will reform the
marketing program, as recommended by many experts who have
studied its misguided impacts.
"My bill Will require that at least
half the marketing boards be composed of consumers, and that members of the boards can require that
public hearings be conducted before
we again witness the purposeful
destruction of hundreds of thousands
of tons of food as we are seeing this
year in California.
"My bill will also increase the voice
of the small farmer in the decisioningmaking process.
"I am very pleased that the chairman of the Subcommittee on
Domestic Marketing, Consumer
Relations
Nutrition,
and
Congressman Fred Richmond (N.Y.)
has joined me in introducing this
legislation.
"This bill is in the consumer's best
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interest, it is in the farmer's best interest and it would end the unwarranted intrusion of the Federal
Government in the private sector in a
manner which obstructs the orderly
operation of the marketplace."
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Many charities would welcome the
opportunity to take the surplus food
off the market. At the supermarket
the checkout personnel get the complaints of high food prices that should
be directed to outdated Federal
Government imposed marketing
programs.
Television News broadcasts show
tons of oranges being dumped.Butthe
Congressional Record can report that
someone is trying to change the practice.

Murray State student, and Bill
Shelton's was holding away when I
left.
Then a fellow by the name of Len
Foster took over from Shelton, but I
never heard his band. World War II
had started, Uncle Sam had beckoned
to me and I was long gone from West
Kentucky.
So, I was surprised to note in Jo
Burkeen's reminiscent column in The
Ledger the other day that 30 years ago
Chuck "and his band" had played for
a dance at the college.
Over a cup of coffee one rainy,
recent Saturday, he told me about
some of those days as well of some of
his others with both the Shelton and
Foster bands. I can't get it all into one
column, so this — with your indulgence — will be the first of a twocolumn series on Chuck and his bands.

"iLlr

Letter To The Editor
Youth Temperance Education Week
Dear Editor:
The last week of April is observed
as Youth Temperance Education
Week, a time when effort is made to
get information out with a purpose of
helping others find freedom from
enslavement of alcohol and other
drugs. Dr. Stephanie Brown, a Director of Alcohol Clinic Stanford University, tells us that teenage drinking to
cope with pressures of living and
regulate their self esteem will lead
them rapidly to develop alcoholism —
even within six months time for some.
If it be due to family problems, a
replacement for rejection by a parent,
or parents leading them to drink or
drugs, the teenager addict must be
helped by parents and a physician to
stop him on the way down to destruction.
The teenager of today will become
the leader in position of responsibility
tomorrow; therefore let us do all we
can to help them today on the way to
success and achievement. As parents
and teachers, we must not be overprotective in never letting them learn
to make decisions, or be creative in
expressing their ideas, lest we hinder
them in making it on their own.
Another way of hindering is to be
overcriticizing or comparing them
with your model youth. I know from
teaching experience that we must
praise children and help them in
another way than criticism. We can
always find something good to praise
for and then tell them how they can
Improve. Good examples set before
them is most important.
Of course, teaching a chllg that he
can't run away from his proems,or
suppress them; but must fore them

and work hard to overcome them, is
very necessary. Learning how to cope
with problems and hard things help to
do away with tension and could prevent getting into addictive substances
they feel would solve problems. Christian youth today are faced with
greater temptations than were their
parents, so it is harder for them to
keep their principles and standards;
but remembering their strength lies
in their faith and dependence on Jesus
will take them through triumphantly.
Parents find something to entertain
children and youth, which is
wholesome and of interest to them, instead of letting them depend upon TV
programs. Many of our TV programs
today teach drink as the way of life,
which we know is not true, but will the
child and youth know? Also, adultry,
witchcraft, and the use of bad
language are played up as acceptable,
when the Bible teaches they are
wrong and sinful."As the twig is bent,
so the tree is inclined," is a true saying. Along with TV comes the reading
of filthy, unacceptable literature,
which keeps on filling the children and
youth's minds with things leading to
destruction. Please let us GUIDE
them in the right way by God's help.
I'd like to praise God for parents and
youth who are working for freedom
from things which will hinder them
mentally, morally and Spiritually as
they prepare for useful lives of service for God, home and country. May
God give us greater concern for our
children and youth!
Sincerely
Lorene Clayton,
DeSoto,Ill. 62924

drums in the Bill Shelton band and lost half-a-day loafing around a
later with the Len Foster band Shelton garage while it was repaired.
was from Mayfield; Foster from
On another memorable occasion,
Lorraine,Ohio.
the Foster band was playing for a danIn those days, the "official campus ce at the University of Mississippi —
dance band" at Murray State was Ole Miss.
given a contract, guaranteeing so
With Chuck and his drums high up
many "jobs" a year, by Phi Mu on a riser in the rear center,they were
Alpha, the music fraternity on the belting out a snappy version of "Little
campus, and the organized bands — Girl" when the riser collapsed, senCannon, Offerman, Shelton, Foster ding Chuck, d'-urns and all tumbling
and Chuck's — would bid on and buy down behind the bandstand amid the
that contract.
curtains and decorations.
The musicians were paid mainly by
"You know," he said, "I don't think
food subsistence, generally two meals any of the dancers ever knew that
a day, plus $5 to $7 every time they happened. The band went right on
would play on a "job." The bands without me and the rhythm and
played all around the area as well as finished the number."
for campus dances.
+++
Chuck well remembers his first
When Foster moved on and the "oftime to play with Shelton, playing at ficial dance band" opening again
Spur Inn, a southern Illinois night became available, Chuck also had and
spot. The next night, they played at was playing in a small group made up
Club Rio Vista in Owensboro.
at one time or another by Tom
"I made $12 that week," he laughed. Fergerson and Al Levich, both piano
"It was the most money I ever made players; Bob Singleton, bass; Moe
at one time in my life." After the war Lowe, trombone; Mary Alice (Mao)
and while playing with Foster's band, Updyke, the singer; and Chuck on the
he received as much as $15 a job, but drums.
he played many times and traveled
Chuck verbally negotiated the conmany miles before he reached that tract with Phi Mu Alpha, but only afcompensation level.
ter expanding his band to 12 pieces. It
Today, it's not unusual for a dance was this band to which Jo Burkeen
band musician to get as much as $175 had reference in her "looking backfor a four-or-five-hour night's work.
ward" column, and included such
+++
fellows as Pete Crowder, Leonard
With 11 musicians and a singer Barton, Emmett Gunter, Vince
making up the band, the Foster group Perrier, Jerry Williams, Leonard
played engagements all over the four- Whitrner and another sweet-singing
state area, traveling jammed into an vocalist, Margie Thomas.
old 9-seat bus with a big sign
In my next column, with help from
promoting "The Ler- Foster Or.--Ctiuck and Dm FarrellveltIearn a—
chestra" on it side.
little more about each of these band
Piled high on its roof were the in- members, what they played or did
struments, music stands and what- with the band, where they are today
have-you.
and what they are doing.

CapitolIdeas
Making A Compromise
WASHINGTON (AP) — Politics
may be the art of compromise, but in
Washington this sometimes entails
making a compromise appear uncompromising.
When President Reagan addresses
a joint session of Congress tonight, it
will no doubt be a dramatic pitch for
enactment of his economic program.
And judging from past statements
by top administration officials, the
president will make as strong a plea
as possible for approval of the
package intact. The tone will be
cooperation but not compromise,
deputy White House press secretary
Larry Speakes said.
That will take a little jugggling,
however, because voteshort House
Republican leaders already have
struck a bargain to win support from
conservative Democrats.
They did this by embracing an
alternative to the Reagan plan offered
by Rep. Delbert Latta, R-Ohio, and
conservative Rep. Phil Gramm, 13Texas. It cuts about $6 billion more in
federal spending than the president
wanted.
The White House, mindful that the
La tta-G Tar= proposal probably
represents their best shot in the
Democratic-controlled House, endorsed the measure.
But since Speakes and other
Reagan officials have been calling
compromise a "dirty word," a little
name surgery was in order.
So instead of the "Latta-Gram
substitute," the measure was qui y

Murray High School seniors named
to the National Honor Society were
David Alexander, Anne Battle, Christi
Cooper, Mark Etherton, Nancy Hart,
Annette Houston, Richard W. Jones,
Suzanne Jones, Freya Larson, Gail
Lyons, Nancy Mathis, Wade Outland,
Marilyn Parks, Darryel Paschall, Bill
Pinkston, John Rayburn, Pat Ryan,
Marilyn Simons, Jayda Stuart, Ruth
Titsworth, Alan Weatherly, Johnny
Williams, Amy Wilson, and Mary
Winter.
"The Family Nobody Wanted" will
be the play presented by the Junior
Class of Calloway County High School
on April 29. Cast members include
Ray Murdock, Katie Kemp, Michael
Burchett,Sherry Mitchell, Andy Armstrong, *Catr! Watkins, Lisa Perrin,
Bobby Rye, Doris Turner, Rhonda
Black, Sandra Hargrove, Marsha
Conley, Sue Ann Adams, Susan Pigg,
Vickie Gamble, Mike Nance, and Linda-M.A.-Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Thurmond, a girl to.
Mr. and Mrs. David Waldrop, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Burton Jones, all
on April 24, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Knight and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Ginn, both on April 25.
Mrs. Demona Allbritten was
honored at a dinner in celebration of
her 67th birthday on April 17 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Allbritten.
Mrs. Maurice Christopher, Mrs.
John Nance, and Miss Roszella Henry
are new officers of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
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20 Years Ago
Ground was broken last week for a
married housing development at Murray State College and the project
became the fourth major building program in progress on the campus.
The Murray Airport board yesterday approved all the plans and
specifications on the proposed citycounty airport and will advertise for
bids for construction to be opened on
May 16.
Deaths reported include Robert
Miller (Bobby)I Assiter, 63, and Mrs.
Belle Redden,83.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Edwards,a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Boone, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Garth Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington of
Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Martha, to James
Donald Huie, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0.
M.Huie of Locust Grove,Ga.
Elected as officers of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Robert Hornsby, Mrs
C. S. Lowry, Mrs. Wayne Williams,
and Mrs.Edwin Larson.

30 Years Ago
The-night depository of the Peoples
Bank was robbed of two money bags
the night of April 22, according to H.
Glenn Doran, executive vice president of the bank. The Federal Bureau
of Investigation has been on the case
since the discovery of the robbery,
musicpOre
aan
lsaid.h
Deaths reported
atB include
Gre Hne.adley
Gilbert.
Forty-four students of Murray High
School with their music director, Mrs.
A. M. Havel, are attending the state
tfestiva
43wBowling
New officers of the Murray
WOman's Club are Mrs. Myrtle J.
Wall, Mrs. E. C. Parker, Mrs. J. B.
Wilson, Mrs. Kathryn Williams, Mrs.
W. C. Elkins, and Mrs. A.0. Woods.
Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston, Sr., have
returned from Hollywood Beach,Fla.,
where Dr. Houston attended the
meeting of the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.

Today In History

dubbed the "Reagan-bipartisan" bill
By The Associated Press
by White House officials. Republican
congressional leaders adopted the .1Nxkw_is_balmday. April 28, the.:
118th day of 1981. There are 247 days
new name as well.
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
It isn't the first time that a name-lift
April 28, 1952, war with Japan ofOn
was the prescribed surgery for
ficially ended as a treaty signed by
political acceptance in Congress.
A few years ago, lawmakers used the United States and 47 other nations
the same tactic to answer complaints went into effect.
On this date:
that they spend too much time in
In 1788, Maryland entered the union
recess.
They simply decreed that the as the seventh state.
In 1789, the mutinous crew of the
breaks would no longer be called
recesses. The name was changed to British ship Bounty set Captain
"district work period" in the House William Bligh and 18 sailors adrift in a
and "non-legislative period" in the launch in the South Pacific.
In 1945, Italian dictator Benito
Senate.
And when Congress created the Mussolini and his mistress were capDepartment of Education last year tured and executed by partisans.
from the old Department of Health, In 1965, U.S. Marines were ordered
Education and Welfare, it could have to land in the Dominican Republic
simply renamed what remained of the during a revolution.
Five years ago: India's Supreme
parent agency the Health and Welfare
Court upheld the right of Prime
Department.
But the legislators opted for the Minister Indira Gandhi's government
politically less-offensive Department to imprison political opponents
without a court hearing.
of Health and Human Services.
One year ago: Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance resigned as a result of
Some proposed name changes have the aborted mission to rescue the
been more whimsical. For instance, American hostages in Iran. It was a
one gun-control advocate suggests mission Vance had opposed.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
that the best way to get a handgun
registration bill through Congress Ann-Margaret is 40. Actress Carolyn
might be to rename it the "right to Jones is 48.
Thought for today: Installment
life" amendment in hopes of picking
up the support of the far more credit has made buying easier,
numerous anti-abortion activists in paying harder. — Anonymous.
Congress.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

pound COIlles out of a special
tip that helps to keep the material flowing properly.
If there is a large gap that
must be filled, first fill part or
most of it with oakum, a ropelike product, then go ahead ,
with the compound.
Sometimes it is more economical to buy the compound
in bulk, especially when a large
amount must be used, but the
cartridge-gun arrangement is a
more convenient way of applying the material. You can also
buy a type of caulking gun
which permits the insertion of
compound sold in bulk.
There are various kinds of
caulking compounds. Once, the
most widely sold was that with
an oil base.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares

door

many years, that replacement
of the compound is necessary.
Caulking the outside of your _So that the new compound
house- is a necessary part of taw hold thOroughly, all loose
preparing it for painting, but it Pieces of the old material must
is Jost as important that this be be removed. BealtIsC the old
done even when no paint proj- material may appear to be
sound but really isn't, use an
ect is in the offing.
Caulking is a form of weath- old screwdriver to poke around
erproofing. U it is neglected, when making your inspection.
Ftecaulking should not be
air and water can enter the
house, causing a loss of energy done when the temperature is
and damaging the structure below 50 degrees Fahrenheit.
and its contents. Because the For most house purposes, a soloss of energy is not always ap- called caulking gun is best.
parent and the leak not visible Load it with a cartridge made
until it is too late, periodic in- especially for the gun, which is
spections of the house are re- merely a gadget with a large
quired to prevent future trigger on it. When the cartridge is placed in the gun and
trouble.
It is not enough to glance at the trigger squeezed, the corn:
the outside of the house looking: •
_
for openings in the walls, since
many of the gaps cannot be
seen from the ground, even in a

woe
swe
KITCHEN
01013'irx11'8"
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MASTER SUITE
16' x14'
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above, your accent wall will
be twice as dark as the other
walls.
— Glazing — Tint a readymix glaze with universal tinting colors to match the color
of the regular paint. Universal tinting colors are
available in good paint
stores. Brush the glaze over
the entire wall, allowing it to
set for about 10 minutes or
until the surface begins to
look dull. Be careful to let
the glaze set and not dry or it
will be impossible to comb.
— Combing — Creating a
uniformly striated surface is
accomplished win a metal
comb made specifically for
this type of work. They are
also available in well stocked paint stores. Combing can
be done vertically, horizontally, diagonally, or in a
cross-hatched design.
Cross-hatching involves
combing the *all once from
ceiling to floor and once
across horizontally. With
diagonal combing begin at
the upper left hand corner
and work toward the lower
right hand corner. (If you

Bedding
Plants
Petunias
Pansies
Alyssum
Salvia
Phlox
Hanging Baskets Impatiens
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Strawberries
Peppers

Professional Landscape Service

i
Jones Landscap ng

BEDROOM 2
15.)(11'
r —

NAOMI 3
13'1(11'

11.- 53.1Y—
:
15-77.'
"vP

"4.altY adv......_amiasof
comb in wavy lines instead
of straight ones!) To create
our satin effect, comb the
wall twice, overlapping the
second line between adjacent comb strokes.

uK

RECREATION ROOM
20'x13'

— Don't worry about
keeping a steady hand or applying consistent pressure —
these inevitable irregularities help create ttie
satiny appearance you *ant.
— Remember to wipe the
glaze off the comb after eath
stroke to prevent it from
building up on the comb.
— Varnishing — A low
lustre/satin varnish, applied
over the glaze 24 hours after
combing, will protect and
enhance the combed effect.

TWO-CAR GARAGE
,r
ENTRY LEVEL

to,s.

Mon.-Sat. 8-5 Son. 1-5

Phone 753-1 725

Make Us An
Offer!
Murray Rental &
Sales Center Is
Trading like Mod!
We Now Have
Over 30 Used Walk Behind

varnished surface?
A. — Only by getting rid of
the dust. That means you must
wear clothes that haven't previously been worn while working around dust; be sure they
have just been washed. Vacuum the entire area. Avoid excessive walking in the workshop just before varnishing. Be
sure that nobody else in the
house goes into the workshop
while the varnish is drying —
and stay out of it yourself. If
the basement has a concrete
floor, wet it down ahead of
time to keep dust from rising.
If dust is likely to come down
from the ceiling while you are
working, make a homemade
canopy or other cover to catch
the dust before it settles on
your project. And be sure the
surface of the wood you are finishing is dust-free before you
start.

licensed For
.Coromprr jai 8, Residentml

'Call 436-2372

200E. Main

117=-%tigge:--water heater you're
considering may
notbeabargain
after all.

•

Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket

Murray
Supply
is now the
distributor for
A. 0.Smith
Water Heaters

Murray Supply
Company,Inc.
208 E. Main753-3361

Wormy Ky.

FAN COMPANY
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

SPRING SALE

(The technique of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N. Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

PRICES GOOD APRIL 21 THROUGH SAT. MAY 2

SAVE$5000 OFF OUR REGULAR PRICE
On Any Zephyr, Four Seasons,
Victorian Fan In Stock
(Light kits Aro Optional)

Save up to.35% on Heating & Cooling Costs!

Casablanca

the fuel of the future —
already Americans are saving one million barrels of oil
daily and $7.7 billion annually by burning wood. Soon the
U.S. will be able to produce
the equivalent of 2.2 million
barrels of oil daily from the
wood of lumber waste and
dead trees.

"Goes Both Ways"
ZIEEDNYII?

s)
Soybean
Seeds
Industrial

one.storYbu di .You1needa
/Ater gaps of an ini1m or so
around windows and „door
frames.
When making the inspection,
carry a piece of chalk or some
other marking material with
you. When you spot a place
that requires caulking, mark it
immediately. Don't rely on
your memory for determining
later where the trouble areas
are located.
The places that usually need
caulking are where dissimilar
materials meet. That's where
contraction and expansion occur at different times, producing the separations which need
attention. It might be where
plumbing and electrical services protrude, at vents, around
joints, etc.
Caulking compounds are formulated to handle contractions
and expansions. They never
really harden, contracting and
expanding with the materials to
a degree.
It is when they lose their
ability to do this, sometimes in
a year or two, sometimes after

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Li

52"
Sale Price $279

Southern States

And Over 40
Used Riding Lawn Mowers
We Need The Room
So Come Down And
Make Us An
Offer.
You'll Be
Surprised

I

THE ECONOMY FEATURES OF SPLIT-LEVEL PLANNING combine with a Tudor design to make tins a luxurious
three-bedroom home. A curving center stair divides the living from the sleeping quarters. Plan HAI201C has 1.670
square feet on the living level and 550 on the entry level. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Lester Cohen, 48 West
48th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

Q. — The only place in my
house where I can do varnishing is in my basement workshop, but I am always plagued
by dust that settles on the varnish while it is drying. Is there
The U. S. Department of
some accepted way to prevent
the dust from gettilig on the Energy says wood may be

407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

oik.s

or

Here's the Answer og
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — What causes cement to
come up between the seams of
floor tiles? A few years ago I
put down some asphalt tiles. I
used that black cement that
has to be a little dry before
tiles are put on it. It wasn't too
long before the cement began
to ooze out between some of the
tiles. It took a lot of work,
week after week, to get rid of
the excess. I have a similar job.
to do now and want to avoid
the same trouble. This time I
am using vinyl asbestos tiles.
Will the same thing happen and
is there any way I can avoid
it?
A. — One of the common errors in the installation of resilient floor tiles is the application
of too much cement. Follow the
manufacturer's recommendations to the letter on the
- amount of cement to be applied. Also, do not slide each
tile into place. Place one edge
against the edge of a tile on the
floor and lay it down carefully.
Take your time. Use a notched
spreader to apply the cement.
This will help prevent the application of too much cement.
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Ch-iarbing' Walls Can Give
lusi9p,Of 11), To Walls

Give ,_Aia-—ells
y
the
beautiful illusion of satin in
all its shimmering beauty
with paint combing. The
elegant results of paint combing belie. the simple fourstep technique used to
achieve this luxurious effect.
"Combing," a term which
derives from the comb-like
instrument used to rake the
painted surface of the wall,
involves four basic steps:
pointing, glazing, combing,
and varnishing.
4These directions, offered
by The National Paint and
ce Coatings Association, tell
you how to "comb" your
walls.
— Priming — Apply one
dr two coats of primer sealer
to the walls. Tint it to match
the color of the paint that you
have chosen for the room.
— Painting — If you are
combing only one wall as an
accent, paint the other walls
first. Then, mix the paint for
the accent wall with an equal
arnount of white paint. Cornbing affects the color of the
paint and unless it is lightened in the manner described

1-1,1

LIVING LEVEL

'Paint Combing'

/

38"

Sale Prke

242

Rd.

753-1423
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ALL CASABLANCA FANS HAVE
THESE STANDARD FEATURES

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tk Navvy ledger I Tiso by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 7511916 between 539 4.11
mad 6 pl.. Mashy Ike* Fri*, a
330 p.a. eW 4p... Sehrhys.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by p.m. weekdays or'4 p.m. Saturdays t2 want"
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Th 14wey blew A Tauare
..a. le 5 pa.. Monday
through Feiday and I La. le leek

• Reverse Air Flow
• Built in Variable Speed Control
• All Metal Housing
•Solid Wooden Blades
• All Mounting Hardware Included
• Five Year Warranty

52"

• Maintenance Free
Sale Price 299
LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
All Casablanca Fans use the equivalent energy of a 150 watt light
bulb running at full'speed

INC.
CO.,
LAMP
NEWMAN
JAMES ST. NEXT TO THE RAILROAD MAYFIELD
302 W.
"This Area's Distributor For Casablanca Fan Co."
Open Mon.thru Sat.9to 5 P.M. — 247-7878
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Painting By Louisville
Senior Wins Top Award
At MSU Art Exhibition
•

a
increase
The proliferation of word ment including an IBM word greatly
processors — sophisticated processor (office system 6) secretary's productivity,
typewriters with video was recently added to and legal secretaries who
display screens — has cap- machines housed in the Mur- must type hundreds of pages
tured the attention of Mur- ray State business education of pleadings, wills and deeds
ray State University building and two additional should find word processors
students.
display units (IBM 6/420's) to be greatly helpful, she
Enrollment in a "word have been ordered,said Mrs. said.
processing applications" ad- Nichols.
The - word processors
Students who are in- which are used frequently by
vanced course in the department of office administra- terested in learning how to secretaries are similar to
tion and business education use word processors are video display terminals
is at the maximum of 20 following the office ad- found in newsrooms. But
students. And nearly all the ministration program of rather than being linked to a
seats are filled in the in- study with an emphasis in central computer, the units
course, word processing. Mrs. are usually self-contained
troductory
-organization and operation Nichols, who structured the with from one to four display
processing program, stated that screens. The screens are
w o rd
1.
students may obtain.either a linked to a printer which prosystems."
duces a hard copy after the
The term "word.... pro- two or four-year degree.
• may
r
Ihilaplbeen
.- 414011A1,
t of electronic office com- secretarial programs RIO 'an
processors —do
edit.h
munication machines from
job market for skills in •Word
memory typewriters to word processing is very much more than just display
1-t( order dictation systems. good, especially "if the words on a screen," Mrs.
However, lately, if anyone graduates are willing to go Nichols noted. Correction of
spelling mistakes, deletion
says they are learning to use where the jobsare."
a word processor, they are
Several firms in the Mur- of words or sentences, minor
probably talking about a ray State region have pur- mathematic calculations,
typewriter with a display chased word processors. Ac- and even rearranging of enscreen.,
cording to Mrs. Nichols,they tire blocks of information
"Word processing has included LECO Inc., may be completed on the
done for words what data Paducah; Westvaco, screen before the material is
processing has done for Wickliffe, and the Tennessee printed on paper.
numbers." said Dr. Patsy Valley Authority for its adThe Murray State Word
Nichols, coordinator of word ministrative offices in the Processing Center,including
processing studies at Mur- Land Between the Lakes, all of the various electronic
Golden Pori4.
lequipment, has been in
ray State.
-Using the modern equip- - And word processors are operation for about two
ment, it is' no longer coming into use more fre- years, financed with a
necessary to type a routine quently at Murray State. $48,000 Kentucky Bureau of
letter, for instance, several' New systems are now Vocational Education grant.
The funding is earmarked
times. The processors can be located in the Applied
programmed to do the job Sciences and the special to pay salaries and buy instructional material. Equipautomatically."
education buildings.
Students in the advanced
"Every time a new system ment is purchased with
course, which is given for six is installed, the demand for university funds.
Interest in courses offered
hours of credit, receive ac- trained personnel increases.
tual work experience by In the future, there will be no in the center probably has
completing assignments problem in placing not yet peaked since the
given by faculty and ad- graduates."
word processor market conministrative personnel.
Mrs. Nichols said several tinues to expand. Mrs.
Additional classes may area legal firms have "ex- Nichols noted that sales of
have to be added in future pressed an interest" in buy- the units are predicted to insemesters if interest con- ing word processors. The crease at a rate of about 30
tinues to grow. New equip- machines are designed t- percent a year.

A painting titled "Dream received a $168 purchase
Girls" by Keith Hall, a award for a ceramic plate.
Purchase awards in the
senior from Louisville. has
captured the Best of Show *moan; of $181 were
Award in the annual student received by Mills for "From
art exhibition at Murray a Set of 52 Drawings," and
Dan Hargrave, Memphis,
State University.
by the for a wood sculpture.
Sponsored
Gift certificates for $25
Organization of Murray Art
Students, the 'juried were awarded to Bailey,
exhibition of works by ceramic casserole; Anita
Murray State art students Newby of Louisville,"Sweet
will be on display in the Peat and the BacheloretClara M. Eagle Gallery te's," and Brian Trimble of
Henderson,"Legs.''
through May 6.
William
Morningstar,
Hall received a $600 purchase award for the work. A member of the faculty at
purchase award is money Berea College, and Darryl
given to buy a piece of work Halbrook,Eastern Kentucky
from the artist. The painting University; served as jurors
r4
will either be added to the forthe show.
uli!#on or
0,9"
lrarer
141yet79014b14`6'
Receiving other purcdise
Darrell W. Walker, son of
awards were Mark Rhodes,
Louisville, "The First Em- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald E.
peror of Qin," $500; and Walker of Route 2, Murray,
Margaret Baker of Paducah, has been promoted in the
"Paradise by the Dashboard US. Air Force to the rank of
Lights," $300.
senior airman.
Purchase awards in the
Walker is a missile
amount of $200 were systems analyst with the 351
received by Al Gorman, Am- Missile Maintenance SquarMODERN TYPIST — Murray State University junior Cathy Geurin:front, of Murray, sterdam, Holland, for don at Whiteman Mr Force
receives a lesson in using a word processor. Interest in the machines is growing "Delphi," and by Wes Mills, Base,Mo.
among students. Helping Miss Geurin is Dr. Patsy Nichols, coordinator of campus Great Falls, Mont., for
He is a 1978 graduate of
word processor studies. Miss Geurin is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Geurin of "Mechanical,Hard tor Soft."
Calloway, County High
(Photo by Johnny Miller)
Murray.
Keith Bailey of Murray School, Murray.

INTRODUCTORY SPECIA
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Reagan administration
will be calling on Vietnam
veterans to volunteer to help
their buddies.
Tom Pauken, directordesignate of ACTION, the
government's agency for
volunteers, said ACTION
would begin a pilot program
in several areas using staff
members to solicit help in
jobs, counseling and other
matters.
Pauken spoke Sunday at a
ceremony marking National
Recognition Day for Vietnam Era Veterans. It also
honored Kim Plain and.
Junior Wyatt of Jacksonville, Ill., who walked 818
miles to Washington,
soliciting pledges for a
Vietnam
memorial to
veterans.
Pauken called their trek
characteristic of the "finest
principles of volunteerism."

• We have a full time t.v. repairman, Bobby Wilson. Bobby is backed
by 22 years of experience and a full
line of parts.
We also provide day and night
service.
Day-753-1586; Night

753- 3110

• G.E. Factory Warranty
On All G.E. Televisions

To Introduce Bobby We're
Offering These Special Prices

Waldrop Named
General Minister
Of Christian Church
CONGRESSMAN VISITS — U.S. First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard, left,
recently visited on the Murray State University campus with students who are
enrolled in Upward Bound, a program for high school students who plan to attend
college, but may need financial assistance. Hubbard was the4guest speaker for the
Upward Bound spring banquet. Talking with Hubbard are, front from lekAndrew
Beard, Clinton;Tracy Curtin, Wickliffe; Doris Hussey, Wingo,and Marilyn Buchanan,
Hickman. Back row, Dennis West, Murray; Chris Thompson, Lone Oak; Steve
Cranor, Arlington, and Steve Gile, Marshall County.

Lexington, Ky. — The
Board of the Christian Church in Kentucky at its
meeting on April 23 and 24
called the Rev. A. Guy
Waldrop to become general
minister of the Christian
Church in Kentucky beginning May 1 succeeding the
Rev. Jrmes A. Moak who
retired in August 1980.
The Christian Church in
Kentucky is one of 34 regions
of the Christian Church

AUTOMATIC
IMOUTNCT
COI/1101

25" diagonal
COLOR TV/25EM1804P
MEINTERRANEAN STYUNG
..ccbinist of hardwood solids. wood
c* omposition board and drtIttlalled wood accents.

1
190.1
A.Guy Waldrop
(Disciples of Christ) in the
United States ahd Canada
and serves about 270
congregations with appioximately 50,000 members
in Rentucky.
The Rev. Waldrop has
been associate general
minister of the Christian
Church in Kentucky since
Jan. 1, 1978. Prior to that he
served as minister of
Church,
Arlington
Lexington, First Church,
Tuscaloosa, Ala., and at the
church at Sheffield, Ala.
The new general minister
is a graduate of Transylvania University and
Lexington Theological
Seminary. He and his wife,
Nell, have three children —
Robin, Larry and Carri. His
wife is employed by the
Department of Human
Resources for Kentucky.

COLOR
MONITOR
IITV
Cosor Monitor II systern
Lew Sensor
10016 Solid State Chassis
Modular Chos,sis Design
.AK-Autornotic
Frequency Control
- 19 diagnonal COLOR TV l9Y1703
Block Matrix in-line
Walnut finish on high impact
Picture Tube
plastic.
Sharpness Control

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 EAST MAIN ST

MIN GUM RECTNIC OMEN IN MURRAY
"Appliances Ars Ow Only Inioness!"
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THE ACES
-It is the well doing that
meets with the well done'
— Ralph Venning

A G. CORN,JR.

FrORT11
4).1 logs
•A 9-75
•9 2
•A 10
WEST
•A 5 4 2
Q6

ATKINS AT MURRAY STATE — Secretary of Finance George Atkins, middle, recently visited on the Murray State University campus. Atkins was the main speaker for
the accounting banquet attended by student and faculty members of Beta Alpha
Psi, honorary accounting fraternity.'talking with Atkins are Dr. David Eldredge, left,
dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs, and Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
Murray State president.

Student Clinician Honored
41111.11

Murray State University
graduate ,student Rhonda
Plott of Paris, Tenn. has
"abfay-s known" the_ she
"
nteti
of publicservice.
At Murray State, she is
preparing for work as a
speech therapist, a job which
involves helping persons to
overcome various communication disorder.
Miss Plotrs confidence in
her chosen field of study apparently is being noticed.
She was recently named
"Outstanding Clinician of
the Year."
The annual award is given
by fellow students who are
.stticlYing In the field-orcom'
munication disorders. Miss
Rlott was honored at the recent Speech and Hearing
Banquet.(April 9)
The honor each year is
'awarded to a student who
has participated in a period

—

441-A •
•

EAST
•3
•J 3
•A10117654
•J 7 3

West did well to refuse to
win his ace of trumps too •KQJ
soon. Had he taken it when •1(44115
SOUTH.
declarer hoped he would,
•KQ7§
declarer w_o_p_14 have mak
v• Its 4 • —
This game. •3
The bidding was highly
•9 4 2
unusual.- -North's two diamond call was a specialized
Vulnerable East-West
convention showing length Dealer West The bidding.
in both majors. East's three West North East South
diamond bid was natural 1 NT 2•
3•
4•
and South jumped to game Pass Pass Pass
stronger suit (some
would bid four diamonds,
Opening lead Diamond
asking North to choose the
king
suit).
Diamonds were led and
declarer ruffed the second one spade ruff and declarer round. The trump king was loses two spades. one dialed which West ducked and mond and one club
next came the trump queen.
Should West win this trick?
.
Bid with Cora
Let's see what would have.
happened had he done so.
West wins the trump •ace South holds 4-28-B
and leads the club king, won

of practical experience. Miss visit the Special Educatisin
Plott worked as a therapist Building, I have seen perto persons suffering from sons ages eight to eighty."
disorders including hearing In addition to hr stUdies,
3
• ,,Arielio4 nrats1.7,•-•44.444:
' iscap
oiective, atoy 1
vow* 1•
•
0+.
rawn ang,
in lice
ray
anCts;Irci
•A 108 7 6 5 4
residence hall adviser in even heart break, declarer
•.1 73
Persons seeking help with Hester Hall. The positilln in- is able to net ten tricks.
communication problems volves planning activities for
In actual play. West
visit the Special Education dormitory residents, prepar- refused the second spade, North South
"
Building on the Murray State ing bulletin boards, and took the third trump lead
third
a
out
punched
and
campus where advanced counseling with residents.
diamond. Declarer threw a ANSWER: Five clubs. Forstudents such as Miss Plott
She also is a member of club from dummy hoping get the diamonds. North has
hand with long clubs
work as therapists.
the National Student Speech for miracles, but no dice. a weak
and the opponents are bound
diamond
the
overtook
East
and
Mr.
of
The daughter
and Hearing Association,
to continue the suit and to make game (or slam) in
Mrs. Harold Plott of Paris, and has Served as secretary declarer went one down. - - the majors-. Continue the
she plans to graduate in of the goup. She also was
Well done by West in preeempt and apply the
December with a master's voted outstanding club
holding on to his control in pressure.
degree in communication member.
the trump suit. Should the Send bridge questions to The Aces
mc Tmleac 'SI'S
a...
Miss Plott was &ame have bee_n played in
Ii 19
disorders. She previously
hearts instead? No luck w.th self-addressed stamped envelope
received the bachelor's listed amek students in the
there either. At hearts, the for reply
Young
International
degree from Murray State.
defense can score at least
Acheivers directory.
A 1976 graduate of Henry
County High School, Miss
Plott said she finds assisting
persons with communication
problems "rewarding
because of the importance of
being able to communicate
clearly."
, Open Daily 9-9
Sunday
"Communication is such
an important part of life, you
Prices Good April 28-May 2
must be as effective as possible," she said.

,
MAYFEST PARTICIPANT — Glenda Wilson, 1514 Canterbury Dr., Murray, will
be among more than 50 area artists and craftsmen participating in the fourth annual University of Tennessee at Martin MayFest Arts and Crafts Show Saturday
May 2. Wilson's speciality is woodwork.

MAYFEST PARTICIPANT — Lily Boren, 1300 Story Ave., Murray, will be among
more- thanSITIftra-srtfcrs andrraftsmen participatiets the-lekuda.aaaual1Inive_rsity of Tennessee at Martin MayFest Arts and Crafts Show Saturday, May 2. Boren
specializes in doll making.

12-6-

But the job of a therapist in
the communication field can
be frustrating, she said. "It
requires a great deal of patience. Helping a person
overcome a disorder can be
a slow process."
Persons of any age may
suffer from a communication problem, she noted. "In
working with people who

Rhonda Plott

Please ReElect

GIL G. HOPSON
YOUR

A.

MAGISTRATE

24.97

DISTRICT 2
As
Advertised
In
Sports Illustrated

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY 26

our Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated

ASA
Approved

We're as big on value
as we are on taste

captain
DINNER
DAYS'.

32.88

Our Reg. 29.96 - Your Choice

B.
24.97

s2:19

Reg.$3.39

3.66
Official Softball
Slow pitch Cottonwound cork center
Hand stitched in red
Our Reg. 39.96

24.97 32.88
A. Outfielder's Glove
Leather Oversized Open web
B. All-leather Glove
Oversized, with closed web

Wilson • Softball Glove
Oversized gtove with genuine
leather palm and back Has
Velcro wrist strap for quick 'n
Strvow•
easy arcitmli r

Our Reg. 14.96
• A generous portion of tenatsr„boneless
breast of chicken filets
• The Captain's special sweet'n' sour sauce
• Plenty of golden french fries
• Fresh creamy cole slaw
•2 delicious home made hush puppies
Offer Good Thru May 10,1981

11 alit

,Al'

10
.M101111
Ill 17172
W"

11 a

.1

seafood &
i,i, r• PW--rr:iie it i ... .ti I -. ___ .• hamburgers
... , '
• — mai"-

The Bombat® Softball Bat
Official aluminum bat
with slender handle.
33" or 34"'
2-0z...351/2-02.
/
.341

Ilk

.r
1: 111

..-11F—

Captain
Ws.
si

10.88

...like you like it!

11001

Right or
Left Hand

Our Reg 11 96

lofting Gloves for Men
With leather palm, stretch nylon back, and Velcro* closure

Super Stripe Baseball Cap
Polyester knit with plastic
size adjuster 7 Sizes, colors.

Pr.
Wilson" All-purpose Shoes
Black nylon-and-vinyl' upper
Molded cleats Yellow trim

It rescue

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
6

•

9.9

•
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V
LOS
MIS

A former Calloway County
player almost came back to
haunt his old teammates
yesterday, but when the
decision had been settled,
the Lakers had once again
rallied in the final innings to
defeat Fulton City,4-3.
Through the first five innings, Fulton City had put
Calloway in that familiar
position of having to make
up a deficit, this time.by a 3-1
score.
All of Fulton's runs had
come on a first inning single
and a third inning two-run

home run by Tim McAlister,
who had played the three
previous seasons at
Calloway.
There was one former
teammate of McAlister,
however, who, after battling
a hitting slump most of this
season, responded at the
most critical moment of the
game.
With one out and runners
on first and second base on in
the bottom of the seventh inning, Marty McCuiston
drove the ball off the centerfield fence to sc2re the tying

and winning runs.
"Marty believes he has to
fill the leadership role on this
team," Calloway coach Joe
Stonecipher said. "He has
been a little down on himself
because he has not been doing as well."
Stonecipher said that the
return of McAlister against
his former team had added
an emotional weight to the
•
game.
"McAlister ind McCuiston
had been best friends all of
their lives," Stonecipher

TRYING TO USE SOME INTIMIDATION — Dan Key, who scored one run and drove
in another for Calloway County, throws up his arms as he is forced out going into
Staff Photo By David Hibhilts

Setback At Mayfield
•'This was just one of those
MAYFIELD, Ky. — In
what Murray- coach Cary things that happens if you
Miller called "a total col- stay .in the . game long
lapse, defensively," the enough," Miller said. "This
Tigers were blasted for 11 time, we saw this side of it.
runs in the fourth inning When things start going
yesterday as Mayfield rolled wrong, they keep going that
way."
to an 18-2 win.
Murray scored its only
Mayfield was able to break
the game open as Murray runs in the third inning when
committed five of its nine er- Mark Boggess singled and
rors and totaled six of its David McMillen walked.
Both advanced on a fielder's
walks in that inning.
"If we are going to be a choice, and Boggess scored
_district contender, we- are on a sacrifice fly by Bruce
going to have to cut down on Taylor. McMillen then
our errors," Miller said__scored On Eddie Requarth's
"We had been able to escape double.
Murray, now 13-7, hosts
until this game.
"I am hoping we got it out Henry County at 4 p.m. toOf our system and will play day.
strong from now
Murray. ...0 0 2 0 0 —2 7 9
Mayfield jumped on Mur- Mayfield
3 4 0 1111 —18 7 1
ray in the first inniliewrkiP'David Milton.Tony Herndon (2), Vic
Marshall 14), David McMillen' (4).
Tommy Hite tagged a three- Herndon 4i and Bruce Taylor;
run home run after Miller Sanderson and Blalock. 2B — Tr_iylor
rth
HanctickLid his team should have 1791Tau TIrel
- - .Mle
ol
sr
IMai,Hite iMai.
been out of the inning.
In a doubleheader this past
Marcus Moss added a
three-run homer for the Car- Saturday, the Tigers swept
dinals to build the lead to 7-0 Hancock County by scores of
10-0 and 13-7.
in the second.

In the first game, Darren
Hooper struck out seven batters with a walk in five innings to lift his season record
tp 3-1. Ronnie Pace struck
out eight and walked seven
in 5 1-3 innings to get the win
in the second game, his.third
against three losses.
Herndon wrapped up the
win for Pace by striking out
three batters and not allowing in the final I 2-3 innings.
Murray was led in hitting
by Bruce Taylor, who had
three hits in four at bats and
two runs batted in in the second game and by Pace, who
had two hits in four appearances in each game and
a total of five RBI for the two
games.

said. "It was pretty emo- Then scored on a wild pitch.
tional with Tim back out
In the sixth, Calloway
there."
scored its other run when
Kirk Starks opened the innWhile McAlister had stak- ing
with a double over the
ed his team to its lead,
Fulton centerfielder's head.
Calloway was regrouping
Key responded again with a
behind pitcher Don
single to score Starks.
Hargrove, who retired the
In the seventh, Bob Fry
final 13 Fulton City batters
had reached first when his
lifter giving up three runs.
grounder deep in the hole to
The Lakers had scored shortstop resulted in a throw
their first run in the second that pulled the first baseman
inning when Dan Key reach- off the bag. Hargrove wag
ed base on an error at short- then hit by a pitch to set up
stop and moved to third on McCuiston's game-winning
Tim Brown's single. Key blow.
"They never quit,"
Stonecipher said about the
recurrence of his team's
ahil.itys,t07..come bar'.
pretty 7 Much has me
Lmwitrettri 4
"Being behind puts a lot of
pressure on us, but our kids
seem to respond to it. When
it gets late in the game ,and
we are behind, we get our
adrenolin going and get the
jai done.
"We started this 'game
playing down when we learned that Bill Berberich will
probably be out for the year.
He was our leading hitter
with five game-winners'and
was dding-a-trittenilouS job
at third base."
Calloway, now 12-2, plays
Fteidland at home today at 4
p.m.

GETTING STRONGER IN THE LATE INNINGS — Don Hargrove retires the last 13 Fulton City batters as the
Lakers rallied from a 3-1 deficit.

FultonCity .. 1 0 2 0 0 0— 3 4 1
Calloway Co..0 1 0 0 0 1 2— 4 4 1
Jones and Pearson; Don Hargrove
and Craig Darnell. on — Walker(FC),
Marty McCuiston (CC), Kirk Starks
(CC). HR—Tim McAlister(FC).

Calloway Wins Mayfield Invitational Track Meet
MAYFIELD, Ky. — "I
have been coaching here five
years, and this is the first
team trophy we have ever
won," Calloway County
track coach Jimmy Nix said
about the Lakers' first place
finish in the Mayfield Invitational meet this past
weekend.

"It was a good team effort.
It is something to get excited
about and something we can
use to build our program."
In winning the meet by 13
points over second place
Mayfield,the Lakers set four
new school records and one
meet record.
Finishing fifth out of the

nine teams, Murray had one
winner as Mike Gough took
the 110 meter high hurdles in
a time of 16.5.

Team Results — Calloway County
69, Mayfield 56, Marshall County 52,
Heath 23, Murray 22, Ballard 14,
Fulton City 10,St. Mary 8, Reidland 4.
Individual Results
Shot Put — Tommy Workman (CC)
(4th)41-5.
Discus Albert Ball ( M 1 15th) 1236.
Pole Vault — Mike Holloway (CC):
list) 11-6 (net/ school and meet
Rachel
record),
Bob Houghton(CC)(5th )9-6.
Lamb
(6th)
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
82-5.
High Jump — Workman (CC)(1st
In a nine-team meet this 1-2.1.,cing Jump — Jena Hoke (3rd) 15-11 6-0,
Brad Miller (CC) 42nd) 6-0, Andy
weekend, the Calloway
Shot Put — Charlton (4th )30-5.
Park(tit )(5th )5-8.
100 Meter Run — Gina Walker (601)
County girls track team
13.5.
points
39
sixth
with
finished
800 Meter Relay —6th (Rhonda McHancock Co
0 0 0 0-0 — 0 3 2.
Cuiston, Tammy Trees, Gina Morris,
Murray
4 2 2 1 1-10 9 2 as Marshall County won with
Alicia
Adkisson 2:01.8.
Wilhite, Jackson 21 and Taylor.
155.
400 Meter Run —Walker (4th)1:04.
WINCHESTAR, Ky. —
Wade r2r: Darren ttooper and
Team Results — Marshall County
800 Meter Medley Relay — 5th ( R.
Taylor. 2B - Adkins 4 HC, Ronnie
After
the first 27 holes of the
155, Trigg County 94, Paducah McCuiston, Adkisson, Jill Childress,
Pace ( Mi.
Ohio Valley Conference golf
Tilghman 80, Madisonville, North Vicki Houghton)2:05.2.
200 Meter Run —Hake i6th)27.7.
Hancock Co. . 0 0 / 4 0 0 2 — 7 510 Hopkins 40, Calloway County 39,
tournament, Murray State is
1600 Meter Relay — 6th (Childress,
Murray
0 0 4 1 1 7 x — 13 11 6 Fulton City 34, Reidland 12, Mayfield
in fourth place at 442, 10
11.
Trees,
Morris, AdLasoni 4:52.9.
Ogle and Taylor: Pace. Herndon 161
400 Meter Relay — 5th (Walker, shots behind first place
Individual Results
and Taylor. 2B — Adkins INC HernDiscus — Lori Cha-rlton 13rd)95- 1-2, Childress, Houghton,Hoke )54.2.
don M 1, Pace I M HR — Taylor M 1.
Western Kentucky.

Laker Girls Sixth Of Nine

Long Jump — Darnell Tharpe (CC)
list) 19-6, Miller (CC) 42nd) 194,
Stephon Reed (Ml(5th) 18-2.
110 Meter High Hurdles — Mike
Gough 1M ( 1st )16.5, Jeff Butterworth
)CC( (2nd) 17.2, Workman (CC)(4th)
17.4.
100 Meter Dash — ;Marne (CC)
(d( 11.8, Randy Halley (51 (4th)
12.0.
300 Meter Low Hurdles — Miller
(CC)(1st) 40.89 (new school record),
Ken Murphy (M) (2nd) 41.4, Randy
Dawson I CC)43rd 1 42.36.
200 Meter Dash — Tharpe(CC) 14th)
23.95, Halley M )(5th) 25.7.
400 Meter Dash — Scotty Orr (MI
(3rd)53.6.
800 Meter Relay — Calloway County
(2nd) ( Ricky Houston, Aeon Lusk,
Holloway, Thorpe) 1:36.1 (new school

record
Murray (5th) (Murphy,
Barry White, Halley, Reed)1:38.4.
800 Meter Run — Marty Wyatt (4th)
2:11.6, Richard Dowdy (5th) 2:13.4.
3200 Meter Run — Mike Wicker(CC)
(4th) 11:06, Paul Vought (CC) 5th)(
11:45.
1600 Meter Relay — Calloway County (3rd) (Keith Lovett, Herlie Chadwick, Todd•Albritton, Dawson) 3:42.4
(new school record 1, Murray 14th
(Murphy,Orr, White. Chris Fazi

See your copier
serviceman
often?

MSU Golfers Fourth After 27

Murray's David Padgett
and Ronnie Overton are tied
for fifth place at one-over

par 108, seven shots behind
the leader, Charles Bowles
of Morehead.
The tournament will conclude with the final 27 holes
today.
Team Scores — Western Kentucky
432, Morehead State 437, Eastern Kentucky 442, Murray State 444, Austin
Peas 448, Middle Tennessee 451, Akron
454, Tennessee Tech 472.

MHS Golfers Beat Caldwell
The Murray boys golf
team defeated Caldwell
ya Score of 158 to
160 in a match at Caldwell
yesterday.
Mike Boggess was the
medalist of 37 as Murray
b-rought its season reeord to
104.

In the Marshall County InYitational at the Calvert City
Country Club
'
weekend, Murray finished
15th out of 20 teams.
marrow 158, Caldwell 160
Murray 4158) — Mike Boggess 37,
John Overbey 38, Robert Billingtort 40,
Greg_Turnstr 41,1ohn Purciorn 43,MI
Garrott 52.

Maybe a's hone to see the new —
and very reliable — A.D. Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the most wanted
features of machines costing SO%
more — inclucring the versatility to
make 11 -v17- copies. copy both
sides and use most any kind of
poem
011Cli.dIng overhead transparencies and abets

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

EMPLOYEE
OF THE MONTH
JENNIFER HILL

PILING UP BASERUNNERS — Eddie Requarth slides into third base in
Murray's sweep of Hancock County during the weekend. The Tigers

dropped an 18-2 decision to Mayfield yesterday.
Staff Photo By David Hibbilts

Jones' Play Is Kind Baskebtball Purists Savor
BOSTON (AP) — It was
the kind of play by which
champions are crowned, the
kind basketball purists savor
— and the kind Bobby Jones
makes as a matter of course.
And in a playoff series between two teams like the
Philadelphia 76ers and
Boston Celtics, who hounded
each other throughout the
National
Basketball

Association's regular season
only to finish with identical
62-20 records, it was the kind
of play that can make all the
difference in the w,orld.
Nate Archibald, Boston's
veteran point guard, appreciated the play even
though he was victimized by
it. As he sat in front of his
locker and replayed it in his

Jennifer Hill (sitting) ,as
chosen last week cy Landolt LTD's em piov--e of the
month. Jen“Ifer was
chosen on the basis of
cooperation, quality work
and productivity. She has
been with the company for
seven months, and is seen
here with one of her supervisors Evelyn Johnston.

mind, Archibald said, "The
only thing between us and
overtime was Bobby Jones
— and he made a great
Play."
What Jones did was anticipate Archibald's halfcourt lead pass,step in front
of intended receiver Larry
Bird and, with the form clan
all-pro free safety, pick off
the ball with two seconds left

to preserve the 76ers' 107-105
victory
Sunday
in
Philadelphia.
That gave the 76ers a 3-1
lead in the series and a chance to wrap up the best-ofseven Eastern Conference
final here Wednesday night.
Bill Fitch, the Celtics'
coach who watched his team
lose its Ilth straight game in

Philadelphia, refused to
blame Archibald for the
defeat.
"The game wasn't lost on
that play at the end," he
said. "The game was lost in
the first half. We were
miserable in the first half. U
we had done things right in
the first half, we might have
been looking at a Boston
blowout."

Jennifer & Evelyn
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Valenzuela, Baylor Pace Wins

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

World Series Atmosphere Grips Dodger Stadium For Latest Shutout
LOS ANGELES(AP)-It allowing seven hits.
was a World Series atPhiladelphia trimmed
mosphere that gripped Montreal 3-1 in the only other
.Dodger Stadiimn. kans were National League game Monarriving as early as three day night.
hours before the game and memosmr:
more than 100 members of
' the media were on hand to
witness the latest performance of the remarkable Valenzuela has started
Fernando Valenzuela.
five games in his brief major
So where was Valenzuela, league career and won them
the rookie Las Angeles left- all, four via shutout, and in
hander, while all this was 45 innings,this year, he has
going on Monday night?
allowed only one earned run.
"He's getting up for the Monday night's per-.game, all right," said formance lowered his earDodger shortstop Bill ned run average to 0.20. With
Russell. "He's in there on his third straight shutout, he
the trainer's table, sound has a string of 28 1-3
asleep."
scoreless innings.
The 20-year-old Valen- "Webster has no words to
zuela was wide awake a little define him," • said Los
later as he continued his in- Angeles second baseman
credible performance on the Dave Lopes, who helped the
mound and at the plate. preserve Valenzuela's latest
Valenzuela shut out the San shutout with a running,overFrancisco giants 5-9, themhoulder catch ot # fly
e
lb*
>4 4% • •
•
.

NL Roundup

.0

.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer.
The way April has been
going for Don Bayloi, he'll
take any kind of a hard-hit
• ball - even if it does result
in a triple play,
Of course, he felt much
better after hitting a home
run as well Monday night.
"I've just been playing to
get in a frame of mind where
. I could hitthe ball.good,.'"_ he
said after leading his
California Angels to a 3-2 victory over the red-hob
Oakland A's."I haven't been
able to do it all spring, but
tonight I've had four good atbats."
One of Baylor's four hardhit balls was turned into a
triple play in the sixth inning
by the A's, thrilling a halfprice night crowd of 41,760 at
the Oakland Coliseum. But
earlier, Baylor - who went
into the game batting a
paltry .058 - also had a
sacrifice fly for his first RBI
of the season and, a tiebreaking home run.
"That's the first time this
season he's swung the bat
like I know he can swing the
bat," said California

ball in the second inning
when the Giants had runners
at first and third and nobody
out.
The crowd of 49,478 accorded
Valenzuela
numerous standing ovations,
on the mound as he strung
out one shutout inning after
another, and at the plate,
where he collected three of
the Dodgers' 11 hits and also
knocked in the game's first
run.
"He's entitled to all that
acclaim," said Lopes. "He's
done things no one else has
done. He's a star. He owns
the city right `now. He's a
super kid and a great pitcher."
San Francisco Manager
Frank Robinson,referring to
Valenzuela's darting
screwball, said, "He throws
a pitch you don't see too often, and when you do see it,
you don't know what to do
.
1110•

with it."
San Francisco outfielder
Jerry Martin, who had two of
the Giants' seven hits, said,
"He has more poise than any
20-year-old I've ever seen that is,if he really is 20."
Afterward, Valenzuela,
through an interpreter, said,
"I feel great, no I wasn't
tired, Nvellt to my screwball
more toward the end of the
game."
On his hitting (he's batting
.438 for the season with
seven hits in 16 at-bats),
Valenzuela laughed and
said, "No, I've never been a
good hitter. But I like to hit,
and I try to hit well."
He singled in the third inning but eventually was
thrown out at the plate after
Ken Landreaux had singled
to center.
In the fourth, the Dodgers
finally got to loser Tom Griffin, 1-2, aftetr the ,San Fran-

cisco right-hander had
retired the first two batters
in the inning. Mike Scioacia
and Bill Russell singled, and
Valenzuela promptly shot a
base hit to right to drivein
the first run, the second
game in a row in which he
has provided the gamewinning RBI.
Lopes followed with a runscoring single and Landreaux singled home two
HIM runs.
Valenzuela left two Giants
on base in each of the first
two innings, two more in the
fourth and it wasn't until the
seventh before he retired the
side in order. He struck out
seven to improve his
National League-leading
strikeout total to 43.
Phillies 3,Expos 1
Pete Rose tripled home
one run and scored himself
in the first inning to pace

and snap the Expos' sixgame winning streak.
Right-hander Dick Ruthyen pitched a four-hitter for
his third victory in four
decisions as the Phillies extended their winning streak
to four. Bill Gullickson, 1-1,
who pitched six innings and
allowed just five hits, was
the loser.
Lonnie Smith started the
Phillies' first with a walk
and scored as Rose tripled
past a diving Andre Dawson
in center field. Mike Schmidt
struck out and then Rose
scored on Gary Matthews'
infield out.
Montreal had taken a 1-0
lead in the top of the first on
a sacrifice fly by Jerry
Manuel.
The Phillies added an insurance run in the fourth on
a walk to Schmidt, a hit batter and Larry Bowa's RBI

Major Leagues Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
At A Glance
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many, beat Australia's Susan Leo 6-2,
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7-6; Ivanna Madruga of Argentina,
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downed West German Iris Riedel
Baltuncre 5, Chicago 2
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homers. Singleton drove in nine runs
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city has faded to provide.
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Houston I Sutton 0-31 at Atlanta I Montecapacity of 1100, with the fuse°
Tom Brunansky, outfielder, to Salt
1-11, In)
singles winner receiving San Diego (Wise 0-3) at Cincinnati La- Lake of the Pacific Coast League.
Called up John Harris, first baseman,
$3,500 and the runnerup C,osis 0-21, in
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 2-01 at New Yuri( from Salt Lake.
$2,500.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Acquired
(Scott 0-2i, (n)
San Francisco Ripley 0.2) at Los Ange- Barry Foote, catc,per, from the
Tickets are on sale at the les (Sutcliffe 201, im
Chicago Cubs for Tom Filer, pitcher.
and an undisclosed amount of cash.
Wednesday's Gaines
Louisville Tennis Club, 2011
National League
at Chicago
Herr Lane, Louisville, Ken- &Imes
NEW YORK METS-Placed Craig
Montreal at Philadelphia, i n
Swan, pitcher, on the 21-di9 disabled
tucky, 40222. For more infor- Hamann at Atlanta. in
list. Recalled Ed Lynch, pitcher, from
mation, the number is 426- San Diego at Cmcmnati, (n )
Tidewater of the International
Pittsburgh at New York, in )
4923.
League.
San Francisco at Irs Angeles, In
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CHICAGO BULLS-Signed Dwight
Jones,fonvard-center, to a multi-year
contract.
LOS ANGELES LAKERS-Signed
Bill Sharman, general manager, to a
head up in the air and was 1 favorite.
three-year extension through the 1985
drifting. My horse just put
"My horse will be about 4- season.
FOOTBALL
his head down and took off. 1, with Cure the Blues
Canadian Football League
He only ran (hard) for an somewhere between 6 and MONTREAL ALOUETTFS-Signed
Voice Ferragamo, quarterback, to a
eighth of a mile. He makes 10-1, " the native New four-year
contract, and James Scott.
up a lot of ground quickly. Yorker said. "He ain't the wide receiver, to a three-year contract.
He accelerates."
horse they thought they had. TORONTO ARGON ACTS-Acqu reCampo said that Proud Ap- There was too much hype d Condredge Holloway, quarterback.
peal, winner of all five starts with him. There are no super from the Ottawa Rough Riders in exchange for Keven Powell. tackle, and
this year, figures to be the 2- horses."
an undisclosed amount of cash.
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3‘27,, Des-fit--ci*Tri
r
pie 741try, •056 Hitter

Manager Jim Fregosi of
Baylor, the American
League's Most Valuable
player two years ago.
Incidentally, it was only
the second loss in 19 games
this season for the West
Divisionleading A's.

six-game winning streak for
the White Sox.
Scott McGregor, 1-1, a 20game winner last season,
scattered. 11 hits, struck out
six and walked • hvo before
needing relief help from Tinny Martinez in the ninth.
Singleton's four hits gave
him eight hits in eight consecutive at-bats over two
games. He had two singles
_ In other AL action,4 waa- and two Ambles-and Abed
Baltimore 5, Chicago 2; hisliatting average to .512
Seattle 8, Minnesota 3 in 10 with 21 hits in 41 at-bats.
innings; Texas 10, Boston 0; Singleton's fourth hit of the
New York 3, Detroit 1 and game, a single in the sevenMilwaukee 4, Toronto 3 in 12 th, chased Chicago starter
innings.
Francisco Barrios,1-1.
Right-hander Ken Forsch,
Mariners 8,Twins 3
3-0, pitched a three-hitter to
Lenny Randle capped a
stop a six-game Oakland fivenin 10th inning with a
winning streak. At 17-2, the grand slam home run to lift
A's are one victory short of Seattle over Minnesota.
the major league record for Earlier in the inning, Dan
most victories in April.
Meyer had delivered the tieSteve McCatty, 3-1, was breaking run with a single.
the loser, but pitched his
Reliever Larry Andersen
fourth complete game and pitched the final three inthe 16th of the year for the nings for the Mariners to
A's staff.
even his record at 1-1.
Orioles 5,White Sox 2
Earlier in the game,
Red-hot Ken Singleton rap- Richie Zisk hit a solo home
ped four hits and drove in the run - his sixth of the season
winning run as Baltimore -for the Mariners.
beat Chicago and snapped a
Rangers 10,Red Sox 0

AL Roundup

Buddy Bell smacked a
twonm homer in the first inning and Texas added four
more runs in a sixth-inning
outburst highlighted by a
three-run Boston throwing
error as the Rangers
defeated Boston.
Doc Medich, 2-1, shut out
the Red Sox on eight hits and
helped his own cause on a fifthinning double
play,
snaring a line drive from
Gary Allenson and doubling
Carney Lansford off first.
Medich walked only one batter and struck out three
during his route-going performance.
Yankees 3,Tigers 1
Bucky Dent hit a two-run
homer and Ron Guidry scattered five hits in eight innings, as New York defeated
Detroit to extend the Tigers'
losing streak to eight games.
Guidry, 2-1, and Detroit
rookie left-hander Howard
Bailey were locked in a pitcher's duel until the seventh
inning when the Yankees
scored all their runs. Two of
them scored on Dent's
homer into the left field seats
_
at Tiger Stadium.
Brewers 4,Blue Jays 3'

Larry Hisle's single scored
Cecil Cooper from second
base with two out in the 12th
inning, lifting Milwaukee
over Toronto.
Reggie Cleveland, 1-0,"the
fourth Milwaukee pitcher,

Doubles Match Later

Purcell To Play
Amaya In Tennis
Shootout May 9
LOUISVILLE-On May 9,
the Louisville Tennis Club
will be hosting a "Kentucky
Tennis Shoot-Out," which
will feature Murray's Mel
Purcell against Victor
Amaya of Louisville, in
place of the Louisville Tennis Classic that had been
held in past years.
The event will begin at
7:30 p.m. with the singles
match and will include a
doubles match between
Purcell and 198ff Kentucky
State Champion, Kevin

Transactions

Campo Figures This Is His Year In Derby-If He's Luc
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)Johnny Campo hasn't saddled a Kentucky Derby winner
in four tries, but the roly poly
trainer figures this is his
year-if he's lucky.
"I've got the best rider and
the best horse," said Campo,
who will send Pleasant Colony, upset winner of the
Wood
Memorial
at
Aqueduct, to the post for
Saturday's .. 107th Derby.
Jorge Velasquez has the
mount.
Standing in front of the
colt's barn at Churchill

Downs Monday, Campo-poked fun at himself.
"I'm not a good trainer,
I'm lucky," said Campo.
"When you come to the Derby you better come with a lot
of ammunition. I've learned
a lot from my other Derbies.
You've got to be lucky."
Campo, 43, who started
working around Aqueduct
when he was 16, had his best
Derby finish when Jim
French ran second to
Canonero II in 1971. His
other Derby tries came in
1973,1975 and 1976.
The 5-foot-7, 250-pounder
has been training Pleasant

Located 3 Mlles North of
Paris Landing State Park on
Hwy. 119.Just Across The
Kentucky- Tenn.State Use,
on The Tennessee Side.
About 20 Miles North of
Paris, Tenn. Follow Hwy.
79 East to Hwy 119 Mem
North. Take Hwy 121 from
Murray 17 Miles to Hwy 119

Colony only since March 19
after Buckland Farm's
owner, Thomas Mellon
Evans, turned the colt over
to him. The colt's fifth place
finish in the Florida Derby
prompted the move.
Campo boasted that Pleasant Colony would win the 118-mile Wood despite the

presence of highly regarded
Cure the Blues. He did just
that, at odds of 12-1, coming
from behind for a 'threelength decision.
Cure the Blues, after setting blistering early fractions, faded in the stretch
and finished third, eight

lengths behind Highland
Blade.
Cure the Blues, owned by
Bert Firestone, is among the
expected field of 20 horsesthe Derby limit. But Campo
maintained that "Cure the
Blues can't go the Derby
distance (l.& miles). In the
Wood he kept putting his

Walker Must Wait Three
More Years...
...As Three Opt For NBA Draft
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
---Forilleslt all comes
down to priorities.
If Isiah Thomas had grown
up passing a football instead
of a basketball, his prospects
for instant wealth at age 19
would have been greatly
diminished.
And if Herschel Walker
could slam dunk as well as
he can go off tackle, he
would be counting the days
to June 9- draft day in the
Basketball
National
Association - the way Indiana's Isiah is right now.
Priorities,indeed.
Thomas declared for the
NBA draft along with
DePaul's Mark Aguirre and
Buck Williams of Maryland
the other day. The absence
of a degree will not interfere
with their draft eligibility
and all three are likely first
round selections when the
NBA divides up the country's best college basketball
talent in about six weeks.
Diplomas are low priorities
in this draft.
But Georgia's Walker, who
may ve?y well be the best
college football player in

America,sat on the sidelines
today,ineligible for selection
-in the National Football
League draft. Sorry kid,
wrong sport.
Hurryin' Herschel will just
have to wait awhile before
claiming his share of the AllAmerican dollar because he
is still three yea!rs away
from the completion of his
collegiate eligibility.
But what about the AllCanadian dollar?
Nelson Skalbania, who
owns the Montreal Alouettes, enrolled Vince
Ferragamo for a fistful of
big bucks Monday, and
wouldn't he just love to have
Walker around to take handoffs from his new quarterback? To get Ferragamo,
he had to outbid the Los
Angeles Rams. For Walker,
he has no competition.
Don't blame Thomas,
Aguirre and Williams for
grabbing while the grabbing
is good. Still, you must wonder who these rules are
designed to benefit.
There is, for example,
Ralph Sampson of Virginia.
NBA types get very excited
whet they talk about him,

Marjorie and Bill Major
_153-0880

and justifiably so. The young taking the plunge, Sampson:
3
man is, after all, 7-foot-4, passed up his chance for the *
agile and, -- aIis
-e-Of-the---sectild-straight-Year•-He'll-:
draft rules, very available, stay in school,thank you. ,
*
Something
So how about it, Ralphie?
about *
representing
Why not jump into the early priorities.
*
eligibility pool?
: American and International Traveltime *
Well, just when Thomas, Will Grimsley is on *
*
****************************-k
Aguirre and Williams were vacation.
•

YOUR OH DEERE
LAWN AD GARDE
EADQ arrErtS
10- to 16-hp Tractors
John Deere 200 Series Tractors come with 10-, 12-,
14-, or 16-hp engine. All have 3/
1
2-gallon (U.S.) fuel
tank, built-in headlights, and variable-speed drive to
let you change ground speeds without clutching. You
also get color-coded Controls, triple-safety starting,
and padded seat. Mower, front blade, snow thrower.
and rotary tiller available. Test-drive a 200 Series
Tractor soon.

PLEASE ELECT

DAN BAZZELL
•

YOUR

Calloway
County Jailer
No.2 On Ballot ISI

Come In Today For A
Special Discount Price

CAPABLE•ENERGETIC•EFFICIENT

-

*****************************
*
For all your Travel Reservations Call

•

Aft,

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200E mom

753-8201
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Several Honored At MSU Alumni Banquet
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A two-month probe
of homosexual activity in a
park has resulted in the
of 12 men,including a
soldier and two.educators,
vice squad officers say.
Officer Mike Barrett said
Monday the 12 were charged
with crimes against nature,
a felony.
An Austin Peay State
University faculty member,
a Ft. Campbell, Ky.,soldier,
a Christian County,Ky.,high
school teacher and two
hospital employees were
no those arrested, police
said.
The investigation began
following two cases of male
rape and several complaints
that . children were being
solicited for indecent acts at
Trice Landing, a park along
the Cumberland River,
Barrett said.
Vice squad agents were

rrest

PASSING OF GAVEL — James E.(Buck) Hurley, left, Bentog, was installed Saturday
as president of the 5,500-member Murray State Alumni Association. Passing the
gay el to Hurley is Bill Morgan, Benton, immediate past president of the association.
Johnson)
(Phot•W
_

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY CLASS — Returning to the Murray State University campus Saturday for the 50th anniversary of their graduation from the institution were:
Seated,from the left, Pat Blalock, Lucille Throgmorton Gipson, Mary Browder, Ruth
James Wilson, Mary Belle Overbey, Erma Woodruff, Tommie Tolbert Tierney and
Ann Mayrell Johnson. Second row,standing,from the left, Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, Dr.
Herbert Allbritten, Malone Lee Cobb, Vada Douthitt Grogan, Ruth Lassiter, One Lee
Waggoner, Alma Holt Woodall, Myrtle Park Richardson and the Dr. James A. Fisher.
Back IOW, standing,from the left, Samuel Traughber, Leon Smith, Dentis McDa,niel,
William T. Grogan,John N. Richardson, Jr. and Pat Brewer.

hs.

• OUTSTANDING ALUMNI — President Constantine W. Curris presented plaques to
newly named Outstanding Alumni. From left are Curris, Dr. Gene W. Ray, executive
and vice-president of Science Application, Inc., San Diego, Calif.; Tom Rickman,
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY FACULTY — Members of the Murray State University
screen writer, whose credits include "Coal Miner's Daughter;" Dr. letricia Gayle
Rayburn, director of accountancy graduate studies at Memphis State University; Dr. faculty in 1931 joined members of the class Saturday in observing its Golden AnRay Mofield, professor of journalism and radio-television at Murray State, and Eil- niversary graduation year.(From the left) they are Dr. L.J. Hortin, Dr. C. S. Lowry, Dr.
(Photo by Ram Johnson) Frances Ross Hicks, Dr. A. M. Wolfson and John Miller.
w in 0. Norris, Kingsport, Tenn., attorney.

one
no exposed
themselves, Barrett said. He
said the agents observed
open sexual activity.
"What they do in the
privacy of their apartments,
we can't make a case on,"
Barrett said."But when they
come down to a public park
where people are expecting
to go to a picnic, they will be
arrested."
Those arrested were Peter
John Wenger, 33, an Austin
Peay faculty member;

Horace C. McKinney, 43, of
Hopkinaville, Ky.; William
J. Humphreys,28, Ft. Campbell; Lee R. Mackey, 40, a
Ft. Campbell civilian employee; Larry D. Byrd, 21,
an Austin Peay student;
Larry B. Lamb,a barge line
employee; Charles Jackson,
40, of Clarksville, a high
school teacher in Hopkinsville; Jackie Rye, 42,
Clarksville; Roy Dale
Fowler, 20, and Donald
William Frazer Jr., 25, both
Memorial Hospital employees; and Robert W.
Morrow, 28, Lumberton,
N.C.
Barrett said four more
arrests will probably be
made within the next few
days.

iersey,aft
tor of Aging Services for
Kentucky, was the recipient
of Owensboro's Human
Relations Award on Friday.
She was cited for involvement in several human
relations efforts, including
the NAACP and the U.S.
Council on Aging.
The award has been given
for each of the last four
years at the concluding
banquet of the city's Human
Relations Week.

* At The Movies
(Re views Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
Be KENT FORRESTER
„ Uy,LOVISE COOK
Associated itist Wtiterr
The U.S. government
spends millions of dollars to
quickly withdrawn from indulgence in the long tell the public about
me to a small traveling car- general circulation. Now,six stateside introduction in his everything
from
,lival camped outside the months later, it is out in a re- last movie, Oscar winner- automobiles to unemlusty and dying town of edited version—and cut from "The Deer Hunter" — and ployment and the Reagan
Wanette, Okla. There I saw its original four hours to a that introduction also con- administration
is
iny first geek, a regular at- mere 2'7.
tained a big dance scene.)
questioning whether the efraction in tacky carnivals in
It still seems like four
Finally, the horror classic fort is- worth the exthose days. The geek's act hours.
"The Texas Chainsaw penditure.
,.onsisted of howling like a
"Heaven's Gate," a range Massacre," is the scariest The president announced
L!ernented animal, biting the war movie set in the 1890's, movie of all time. As a mat- last week that each federal
ieac.i off a live chicken and is a very long, pretentious ter of fact, it
was too scary agency has until July 15 to
• ating a dead rat. We didn't film. The actors seem to be for me to enjoy.
submit plans to the Office of
!iave T.V. in those days; we speaking for the ages, and
Management and Budget to
stroke
of
But
horror
what
a
!lad b,content ourselves with pregnant pauses take up at
cut spending for promotional
genius.
Anyone
who
has
ever
:‘11P.'7 forms of theater.)
least half of the time devoted
activities, including pamI was able to recapture the to dialogue. Michael Cimino, held a chainsaw in his hands
phlets, films and books. The
whirling,
watched
that
and
.., arnitli and sweetness of - the unfortunate writer and
lurching, chattering blade agencies were ordered not to
iose Oklahoma geek shows director, obviously wanted
knows that a chainsaw is the begin any new projects in the
ist weekend at a late-show his film to be a significant,
ultimate technological mon- interim.
erformance of "Dawn of epic-like portrait of America
departments
Many
ster—a
steeltoothed carthe living Dead," the most around the turn of the cenVribute their own innivore
that,
with
one
sudden
ruesome, stomach-churnin- tury. But he apparently
leap, will chew its way formation, but the general
; movie of all time.
lacked the judgment and
through skin, through in- public gets a lot of the
It's about hordes of ghouls, _editing skills necessary to
testines,through bone before booklets, guides, etc. from
blue-faced- and- stiff-legged, put that vision on film.
you have a chance to the Consumer Information
who came back from the
Technically, the movie is a
Center of the General Serscream.
dead to wander around a mess. The whole thing seems
vices Administration. The
chainsaw
Now
in
place
a
shopping mall and eat to have been photographed
center was established in
ilnyone who happens their through a soft-focus lens; the the hands of a traditional
1970 under an order from
‘vay D6 you remember that only scenes that are in clear movie maniac. What do you
President Nixon. Its purYou
have
a
movie
have?
that
scene in "Tom Jones" in focus are scenes that are obpose, according to a
. which TOrn and a lusty wen- scured by smoke, fog, or is so intense that it is hardly
statement issued by the cenIA
bearable.
me
friend
told
01, their 'fingers and mouths dust. "Heaven's Gate" is the
that one, theater owner in ter; is to encourage federal
dripping With grease, wolf haziest film I've ever seen.
departments "to develop
_Editing is incredibly bad. Georgia, in a fit of and release relevant and
proinotional_madnesav_hired
nieut" Ill let you imagine Characters die beforgwe get
useful consume-I-information-the, paralfel scenes in to know them, love stories a guy to run down the aisle
and
to increase public
brandishing
a
running,
-Dawn." I don't want to talk appear full-blown without
awareness of and access to"
though
toothless,
chainsaw
.,')oui it.
adequate development, and
thatinformation_
He yen's
ate"G
is the things--happerr-with int-ex- -4:kiring-a-sh4)wing of "Chain
The
Reagan
adSome
saw
in
Massacre.
the
most expensive%,flop of all planation. The - entire inministration seems to be
lane.fl least in its orginal troductory episodes in Har- panic-stricken audience
questioning that mission.
I rn I-Weased last Novem- vard, despite the beauty of a sued.)
Edwin L. Harper,the deputy
tor aftet, costing `-over $35 spectacular dance Scene, are
Supposedly based on an
director of OMB who anmillion, it was roughed up so superfluous. (Cimino had actual incident, the - movie
nounced the president's
badly by critics that it was shown the same kind of self- would be grotesquely campy
freeze on promotional efif it weren't so grisly and
forts, acknowledged.... that
..1)10(Xlcurdling. The plot conMany- the"booklets, films,
cerns a family consisting of
etc., may be informative.
a ghoulish, half-mad son who
But he questioned whether it
giggles when he slices people
is the. job of the federal
with his straight razor; an
government to provide this
idiot son, wearing a mask
kind of material.
made of human skin, who.
No one knows how much it
axes people, then hangs'
them alive- on meathooks
and dismembers them with a
chainsaw; a father who
cooks the meat off the bones;
a grandfather, once the best
killer of them all, who now
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
sits in the attic with the Sexual harassment has more
decaying corpse that was on- to do with power than sex acce his wife. (The grand- cording to an officer with the
father goes downstairs oc- National Commission on
casionally to suck the blood Working Women.
from his grandson's vicJoan Goodin, speaking in
tims.) Their house is Lexington on Saturday, said
decorated in early Ameri- sexual harassment is just
can gothic: bone chairs, one part of the patriarchy in
human skin lampshades, business mid industry. She
and chicken feather rugs.
said that until patriarchy is
All three are R's. replaced with another form
"Heaven's Gate" contains of organization, sexual
full female nudity, four- harassment will continue on
letter words, and as much job sites.
Ms. Goodin was the
violence as you'll find in
three or four Peckinpah featured speaker at a confilms. "Chainsaw"- and ference on sex harassment
"Dawn" are violent and at the University of Kentucky.
gruesome beyond words.

br

costs the taxpayers for all of
the_ ,opancies:,
and public relations
programs. There is no single
budget; each department
has its own. Harper said,
however, that films and
audio-visual projects alone
cost more than $100 million
annuspy.
The Consumer Information Center, with a
budget of just under $1.4
million a year, pays only for
the distribution of materials
provided by individual agencies and for the printing of
quarterly catalogues listing
the information which is
available.
The agency distributed
25.5 million publications last
year through its mailing center in Pueblo, Colo. Ninetyfour percent of the
publications were free.
The current Consumer Information Catalog, the
spring edition, includes

about 200 listings. About half
of Jhe.bookiete—are,r tr-ee4—
there is a nominal charge —
usually under 82 each — for
the rest. The summer
catalog, due out next month,
will be similar, spokesman
Tim Burr said. He added
that he did not expect the administration's budget-cutting plans to have a major impact on the operation of the
center.
Burr said the center does
not distribute all the
publications which are
available to it. A review
board considers all potential
listings and makes its selections based on "the interest
we have seen, the quality
and the readability," Burr
said.
Copies of the Consumer Information Catalog are
available, at no charge,
from: Consumer Information Center, Pueblo,
Colo.,81009.

TO ATTEND NATIONAL MEETING — Lynne Loberger,
a junior at Murray High School, will attend the National
Future Homemakers of America meeting July 9-17 in
San Francisco. She will take part in the national
meeting after recently being named
historian of the
Kentucky FHA, at its convention April 23-25 in
Louisville.

Any individual who places himself in the
public arena has the responsibility of furnishing the public with facts concerning his
background, qualifications, and ideas.
.With this in mills], t make The fallowing
statement.
I am a lifelong resident of Calloway
• County. My wife is Gela Furches Ellis. Our
son, Holmes Ellis, Jr., is married to Rozene
Dowdy Ellis, and they have three children.
I graduated from Murray Training School, attended Murray State University, and
graduated from the University of Kentucky.
Aside from having served as a County Agent, my business and professional life has been
with Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association for the last 311
/
2 years as General
Manager. I retired in March of 1981.
From 1958 through 1973 I served as Mayor of Murray. Those sixteen years are a source
of pride to me and represent a time of progress for the citizens of Murray. Not only did the
population grow during these years, but the industrial community grew also. Fisher Price,
Vanderbilt Chemical Company, and Sager Glove all became industrial citizens of our community during my administration.
If you elect me as Mayor of Murray, I will have no other position to occupy my time;
therefore, I will be in a position to give my undivided attention to the day to day governing
affairs of your city.
let me assure you that all worthwhile projects will be continued without interruption. I
will continue to utilize the experience and knowledge of present city employees. When the
City of Murray is eligible, all Federal and State Grants will be pursued with enthusiasm.
During the next few weeks, I hope to be able to meet each of you personally and discuss
with you the issues of my candidacy. However, if I am unable to contact you personally, I
• hope you will give serious consideration to my candidacy as your next mayor.
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Murray Middle School Girls Instructed On Various Trades
AO

TV

AMMO'

••"'
AUTO MECHANICS — Teacher Dan Harrell (left) and program coordinator San16
______a,,oarsaftiowlstrs
44":6.
eft, Alicia Njurinally,raah broCk7Ckilnie Covey: YvonnelOnes,fluffy Stokes.

- maPtisie.-

Ammommillf*
CARPENTRY — Jim Lawson directs the students' attention to a storage shed
Alltletidcted
,

-

Women are not usually planned instruction Lt.ill;g
resource.
found employed a auto audio-visuals,
mechanks or carpenters. people, field trips and many
But girls at Murray Middle guidance-based acti vitie,
School recently found that such as opinaionaires to halts
these and other such jobs are explore sex role exnot really reserved for men. pectations.
They also found that their The students looked at
own attitudes and per- variety of career options a( sonality traits contribute to cording to personal inthe lack of women in these terests. Jim Lawson, dire(
"non-traditional" jobs in tor of the Murray
Vocational School, led
skill trades.
class on a tour of his schei(
Sandra Turnbow, Oregon where they had tne
State University student and portunity to talk to
Murray native, conducted structors and student
research for her doctoral auto mechanics, rarpe7 •
dissertation with seventh auto-body, and larg,
and eighth grade girls at the pliance repair.
school. The
project, Turnbow will u• •
focusting on non-traditional research inforrnat,
jobs in skill trades, consisted completing her d
of many activities designed dissertation at OriTo.
to measure teen-age girls' University where she
. 11•11/015I114-ff
not usuallyusually chosen by Graduate
leade
women.
Development Pr((grip,
Working closely with Prin- previously taught at Nltirr.,
cipal Larry Salmon and Middle School and :
science teacher Mary Jane worked for the 1:.(-td
Littleton, Turnbow arranged State Dena rtri)ror
for several days of carefully. Education.

••

diet

RUNNING ENGINE SIMULATOR — Don Rowlett, auto mechanics instructor, explains the running engine simulator which is able to program problems in running cars.

MAJOR APPLIANCE REF>MR — Teacher Jack Ward answers questions concerning job possibilities in his field of major appliance repairs. From left are, Ward,
Camme Covey, Kim Greer, Bekah Brock, Patty Kelly, Yvonne Jones, Alicia Nunnally, Caroline Conley, Buffy Stokes(back to camera).

PANEL DISCUSSION — Women employed in n(;)
traditional jobs talked with the students about their 0,
cupationso Anne Bloom, left, is supervisor ir :)maintenance department at Murray State lmo.r• '
Anna Turner is the manager of a stock room
Price.

Kentucky One Of 30 States With YCC Program
FRANKFORT — Ken- Departments of Agriculture
tucky is one of 30 states and the Interior. Matching
receiving federal support to funds from local agencies
operate Youth Conservation sponsor each summer corps
Oorps prOgrams this sum- project.
mer, Human Resources
Human
Kentucky's
Secretary Grady Stumbo an- Resources Department will
nounced today. receive $200,000 from the
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s federal government to supoffice was notified earlier port the program here this
this month that Kentucky's summer, Stumbo said. The
program was one of 30
nationwide to be funded.
Last year, Youth Conservation Corps operated M
57 states and U.S. territories.
The number of state grants
The Eleventh Annual
has been reduced this year in Jesse Stuart Creative
-accordance with President Writing Workshop at Murray
Reagan's proposal to phase- ,tate University is
out this program, a cheduled July 11-19, sponspokesman for the gover- -tired by the Department of
nor's office said.
English.
The Youth Conservation
Participants will include
Corps is a national worknnet Charles Wright, author
learning program for young
"Hard Freight,"
oi
men and women la through
"Bloodlines" and "-China
18 years of age. Funds for
frace."
the project are allocated by
Fiction writer Kelly
Congress and are administered by the UST —Cherry alscwill help conduct

money will provide about 280
Kentucky youths with worklearning jobs in 24 communities.
"This will be the eighth
summer young Kentuckians
have had the chance to learn
about the state's natural
resources through Youth
Conservation Corps jobs,"
Stumbo said. "Conservation

Corps workers will be paid
federal minimum wages for
their labors." They will
spend six hours daily in
beautification and environmental conservation
work on public-owned
properties and two hours
learning
about
environmental conservation.

Stuart Workshop Scheduled

..FLAG AWARDS — Erin O'Brien, a Murray High School
junior, has taken awards in two flag competitions
recently. She received first place flag solo at the Kentucky Color Guard Circuit competition in Frankfort and
first place flag solo and outstanding soloist overall at
the Larue County Invitational in Hodgenville. Miss
O'Brien, the daughter of col. (ret.) and Mrs. John E.
O'Brien,is a member of the MHS Band flag corps.

•80Tm
• whoihaekTRS
_COMPUTERS

iSt in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 MODEL III
• Compact Integrated Design
With Built-In 12" Monitor
Fits Easily on a Desktop
• Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
to Choose From, Or Write Your
Own Programs For Business &
Personal Use
• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
and 2 Disk Drives
• The Perfect Starter Computer
That Grows with Your Needs

From

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000.

$999

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.
A DIV'SION Or TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

to be located Ir.
tucky counties this s).•••
Boone, Brackt:r. •
Christian-Hopkin.
Edmon son,
Grayson, Hart,
Livingston, I
fin, Marion, Mas, • •
•Creary, Ohio,
tson, Rowan arid IA

Mondav Thru Wednesday

Special
Fish Dinner $299

credit. The courses are open
to anyone with a serious interest in writing.
Lodging and meals are
available on campus for
workshop participants. InR re, t 'III
formation regarding meals,
lodging and tuition may be
by writing Martha
obtained
Sessions will provide
of
Director
Guier,
developing writers with _a
chance to meet in small Placement, Murray- -State
classes and receive in- University, Murray, Ky.
struction from noted 42071.
^1.
Additional, information
authors.
--_
I
.11Tla
Fo.. The Finest
The workshop will consist be obtained
by writing or
In Steak
of two courses — a class in telephoning Mark Jarman or
Re>taurar.
and Seafoodj•
poetry taught by Wright, and Pam Durban, faculty mema class in fiction taught by bers in the Murray State
4
.J7534141
—
Cherry.
HIGHWAY 641N.
Creative Writing Program.
The Workshop this sum- department of English,(502)
folio of common stocks of
mer is not offered for college 762-2315.
foreign companies.
Commenting on the opportunities offered by the new
mutual fund, Morris Bilbrey
Manager of the local office of
First of Michigan, said,
"Half the world's investment opportunities are now
outside the United States.
This is so because the U.S.
accounted for only about
50% of the value of the
shares traded on the world's
18 major stock Markets as of
June 30, 1980. Fifteen years
ago, the U.S. accounted for
70%. Moreover, most stock
markets overseas produced
higher total returns than
those in the U.S. in the
decade of the seventies."
RATE EFFECTIVE THRU May 1111,
RATE EFFECTIVE THRU May 4th
Kemper -Murray
annual
for
daily
Compounded
Federal regulation prohibits compounding
Johnstone International,
yield of 12.747%
Inc.(KMJI), the new fund's
$10,000 Minimum
investment adviser, was
$500 Minimum
formed by Kemper FinanFedoral Regulation Requires A Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal From Certificate Accounts.
cial Services, Inc. (KFS)
and Murray Johnstone
Limited. ICFS, the Fund's
principal underwriter, is a
Chicago-based
asset
manager responsible for
$10.3 billion, $4.5 billion of
which is represented by 11
SAVINGS ANI) LOAN ASSOCIATION
other mutual funds. Murray
Johnstone, of Glasgow,
Scotland, manages internas
EQUAL HOUSING
=
tional portfolios valued at
LENDER
$1.5 billion. The firm has
been managing worldwide
investments since its
predecessor company was
founded in 1907.
the workshop. She is the
author of "Sick and Full of
Burning" and "Augusta
Played."
Cherry's short stores have
appeared in -The Best
American Short Stales"and
"The Pushcart Anthology."

Seafood Platter $499

men
ett33

FkOtMklflgaii
Underwrites Kemper
CHICAGO,IL. — The Murray office of the brokerage
firm of First of Michigan
.Corp., Woodmen Bldg. ia
currently
underwriting
shares of -Kemper International Fund, Inc., a new investment company that will
seek a total return, a combination of capital growth
and income, principally
through a diversified port-

The goals of the Youth
Conservation Corps projects
are to accomplish necessary
conservation work on public
properties, provide eligible
youth with' gainful employment and develop environmental awareness.
Proposed state Youth Conservation Corps projects are

..1111,11.

INVESTOR CHOICES

30 Month
Variable Ceiling Certificate

182 Day
Money Market Certificate

12.00% 14.292%

HOME FEDERAL
1201 Main
Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah
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Payne Added To List After Body Foun
ATLANTA (API — Just as
police were deciding not to
add Jimmy Ray Payne's
tame to a list of 25 slain and
missing young blacks, the
body of the 21-year-old was
found floating in a river —
the fifth body to be dumped
in an area river in less than a
month,police say.
A few hours later, Public
Safety Commissioner Lee
Brown said that the death of
the 5-foot-7, 130-pound man
will be investigated by the
task force probing the 25
deaths and disaiSpeararices,
1, INNER —.Becky Freeze displays her trophy and winning entry in the
which began 21 months ago.
;11 i•it,r) of the Pie-Denial Club-poster contest.
The cause of Payne's
death was not determined
-immediately and medical officials said his body, found
Monday, bore no obvious injuries. An autopsy was to be
performed today, Brown

1J
•

d.4iwtitct 0: and theme execution.
V. was . Judges for the contest
7.]cur tn the were Dr. Steve Farmer,
spon- Murray .dentist; Vernon
•
Tow.o,.- a:-I professor at Mur,., %.ersity ray State: and Joan Mylroie,
7:1::f.ri on Pre-Dental Clubadvisor.
-;.•!- design °Vier winners were Erin

Steadham, first grade; and
Jennifer McIntosh, second
grade, both of Paducah.
Members of the PreDental Club include Dean
Jackson, Judy Yates, Linda
Bratton,.Thornas Minor and
Mark Wheeler.

-nton Mayor, Judge
isagree Over School
The last
thP
• .Au
.n oldest
-tem today.
,r Kevin H
1:1no money
hauls and
f:iiidgeer'keep them
twtn•-•
but what
sipi • White.
dispute
!t7icil over
t want to
•T•11 we can't
l.

t,urt
•

Judge
last

and his foes on the city coun4-A--havg tripa far Avooks to
agree on a plan to floatbonds
to raise the $30 million
needed to keep the schools
open for the 180 days
required by state law.
The city also must repay
$90 million in • court-ordered
property-tax rebates and is
trying _to cope with. budget
cutbacks mandated by
a taxPreposition 2'
cuttinu. measure approved
by the voters.
s
nd
au
unc_il'tsmdgveatrio
rrhe.thecoc
e
'
ov
spending programs have
carried amendments that
would curb White's authority

would allow voters to recall
that him and other municipal of, t• 10 corne t i,:”ais from office
or he
Charles Haar, a courttu ii$A1) appointed mediator, -said
!i,q. _64 00t1 last week.that a compromise
1.%- as being blocked by
landay the "political infighting."
:i unless he
Officials said before
'nemoney,•• -Classes adjourned for spring
;ppeal break April 16 that the
was
schools' budget
-- ethaListell and classes could
w; II stay not reopen without aid. But
t ; tu-clo the ofticials said, Friday there
was.enough in the budget
-,•,1!+1 their about $3 million -- to keep
id6t would the schools open Monday and
he mayor today.
ilf CVIOUS

The schools are scheduled
f()run lad Junt19,37 school
days after today.
Tie Massachusetts
Legislature, meanwhile, was
drafting an $18.3 million
deficiency budget that would
reimburse 90 cities and
towns for school aid, with
$9.4 million earmarked for
Boston.
The Senate-endorsed
measure won initial approval in the House on Monday following an impassioned plea by Speaker
Thomas W. McGee, who said
the bill "far transcends" a "Boston bailout- and would
provide only temporary
relief • to communities
dealing with Proposition 2'2.
The item is subject to further debate, and possible
changes, before it can go to
the governor.
Boston officials have
estimated the tax-limiting'
proposition approved by
voters last November will
cost the city an estimated
$118 million in property tax
revenue in the next fiscal
year.
The city has already taid
off 400 police officers and
firefighters to prepare for it,
and about 1,000 People
rallied Monday in protest.

I I if AM HONORED — The Calloway County High School speech team,
its state title last weekend in the Kentucky High School Speech
defended
'
•
ournament, was honored Monday afternoon in an assembly. Larry England
P:1, photo), c'oach of the team who also was named state coach of the year, adthe students about the tournament and the success of recent Calloway
i er I, learns. Other speakers included principal berry Ainley, superintendent Jatk
,
,
‘Acrria State president Constantine Curris, Mayor Melvin B. Henley, county
Ma% Parker and Rep. Freed Curd.(Bottom photo) Kim Weatherford was
xt•
honored by Parker, representing the Calloway County Bar Association, as the top
itmiOr on the team. The award is an annual honor to a junior on the team. The
sc hero! s FIA team, which placed first in the MSU Field Day, also was recognized.

Police are worried about a
change in pattern, Brown
said, because we now have
four adult victims of
homicides. Previous to that,
all the victims were under
16,the youngest being 7."
All the adult cases have
similarities, including the
fact that the bodies were
found in rivers, he said.
Our people have been
meeting all evening to determine what this means," he
said late Monday.
Payne was last seen April
22 as he headed for the Omni
sporting and entertainment
complex in hopes of selling
some old coins, according to
his sister, Evelyntr
He lived about a block
from the home of Patrick
Baltazar, 11, who was last

Feb. 13 in a DeKalb County
office park.
Like 13 of the other vieUrns, Baltazar had been
asphyxiated. Six of the last
seven victims were asphyxiated or probably asphyxiated, authorities said. The
cause of one victim's death
was unknown.
Payne's body was found in
the Chattahoochee River,
just .north of Bankhead
Highway, which runs northwest out of Atlanta. Four
of the other victims lived or
were staying in residential
areas north of that highway,
in an area a mile or two
closer to the inner city.
They were Milton Harvey,
found Nov. 5, 1979; Curtis
Walker, March 6; Clifford
Jones, August 21, 1980; and

facedown in a fallen tree, Payne were similar to thqe
was spotted by two that trickled into the Misaiug
fishermen, about the time Persons Bureau aftpr
police were deciding not to Timothy Hill disappeaiied
.March 13. Hill's case was not
put his. ()ape on the list of
rases being investigated-by- - added to the task force
until after his body was pullthe special task foice.
Brown said police had ed from the Chattahoochee
been-given information that - on March 30, about 15 miles
downstream from where
Payne had been seen alive.
Payne's body was spotted. •
on
The sighting reports

@ Southern States
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BULK FERTILIZER
SERVICE
753-0182
EAST SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY.
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Rites
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Traditional, Colonial or Contemporary...one of these
elegant sleepers is sure to
match your lifestyle as well
as your budget. Each looks
and seats like a luxury sofa.
Whenever overnight guests
pop-in, presto...your lovely
sofa transforms easily into
a luxurious Oueen-size bed
with a comfortable 4" thick
foam mattress, TV headrest
and convenient tilt-back. You
get dual-duty versatility, durable solid hardwood frame
construction and carefree
Scotchgarded® fabric for a
suprisingly small price!

Large Selection To Choose From
Free Delivery
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,Unpaid Filing Fee Sets
Off Controversey In
Race For State Senate

Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
For Lenice Fisk

Mrs. Hazel Lowe Joe G. Dunn Dies
Dies Monday With Monday; Funeral
Rites On Thursday To Be Thursday

the Republican candidate
By SY RAMSEY
- Ordinarily, the temporary
Associated Press Writer
filing fee would
of
lack- 116-ORT, Ky. (AP)
F`
no
unduly..
trouble
.
was
which
A.$5..flling_fte
-However, supporterSof
not paid before the deadline
especiail.:.
McGuire,
has
race
Senate
in a state
educational adrninistratiirs
touched off a controversy.
The,issue revolves around who don't like Allen's
John Breslin of Maysville, a espousal of professi,.i.a1
former circuit judge, now negotiations for pubiii
retired, who decided to teachers, ,believe Breslin's
become a Democratic con- entry would hinder the drive
tender in the 18th district to defeat Allen.
All versions of .what hapCarter,
comprising
Greenup, Lewis and Mason pened when Breslin came 10
the secretary of state's office
counties.
The post now is held by here agree that he presented
Democrat. Nelson Allen of his filing papers in a sealed
Bellefonte and he has been envelope and left inchallenged also by Mickey structions to make them ofMcGuire of Grayson. ficial_ unless he telephoned

Joe G. Dunn of Benton
Mrs. Hazel Single Lowe of
Farmington Route 1 died Route 3, Calloway-Marshall
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the County Line area, died MonWestern Baptist Hospital, day at 6 a.m. at the Lake
Paducah. She was 67 years Haven Nursing Home, Benof age and the widow of ton. He was 84 years of age.
The deceased, a retired
Howard Lowe.
She was a member of the farmer, was a member of
Storey's Chapel United the fifth generation of the
Dunn family in Calloway
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Lowe is survived by County. Born Feb. 10, 1897,
two daughters, Mrs. Beverly he was the son of the late R.
M. Calco, Calvert City, and Simmons Dunn and Cornelia
ANNUAL MUSIC PROGRAM - Murray Elementary School students will present
Mrs. Max (Winfred) Lyles Dunn.
their annual Amine rupsic prowam at Lovett Auditorium on Monday evening,
was a member
Sanders, Falirriington Route
*The Musical Menagerie" is directed by Joan
May 4, at '77.-M. A
1; one sister, Mrs. Margaret of the Farm Bureau and the
in the city schools. Admission is $1 for adults and 50" for
teacher
music
Bowker,
Kosclo, and one brother, Genealogical Society of
students. The public is invited.to attend. Rehearsing for the event are,from left,
Charles Bingle, Cleveland, Calloway and Marshall
a New n, Leigh Ann Carter, Ryan Malone, Holly Brown. ion Muehleraan,
Mrs.
Counties__ tiis,,w"
Ohio; four grand hi &ell
i••
14-7
-.771161111111/00,
,
_
Tei.;.,
This %redone a er
Pamela Sanders,and Wanda Julie of IAA,One daughter,
heard ffom Breslin, but In
Joan Dunn, also preceded
Sanders.
Necking the papers the
following day, it was
The funeral will be held him in death.
Survivors include one
discovered that the requir.-I
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
$5 had not been enclosed.
chapel of the Max Churchill daughter, Mrs. Charles
Brady Miracle, executive
Funeral Home with the Rev. Mildred) Thomas, Sprdirector of the state Boarci
Calvin Clark officiating. ingfield, Ohio; two sisters,
Elections, telePhoni2d
Burial will follow in the Mrs. Onie Barnes, Bowling
Green, and Mrs. Mary VinBrigin and reported he had
storey's Chapel Cemetery.
Lenice E.Fisk
Lraftmans ip the filing pas,but not the
Friends may call at the cent, Bremen; sister-in-law,
buildings
the
The
Deco essay an___Indiana One--woman--got--overHARRY DEDERICHS
funeral home after 6 p.m. to- Mrs. Curtis Reeves, By
Wednesday.
-15: — '
qualitr°1-ratv
• -granite--ant-TaTilii (-_ember 1979, but 1116r
'
"IerAe.tt
4ter----r
Press-Wed
gand----Associat
ee
He quoted Breslin as
- Louisuillei—thr
Robert Tinker, the building
Mr. Fisk, 83, died Monday day auesdayi.
adsteel
was
chrome-nickel
King
AP)
hac
her
YORK
NEW
blew
wind
of
gust
a
- Joe Dunn
childrensaying
would
he wanted to be a canit
suggests
at 8:30 a.m. at his home on
er- mired . by _Frank Lloyd to the building.- She- landed manager,
Benton Route 3, Kong swung from it. An
Thomas,
didate
and was looking for
t tear
more
10
times
cost
507 South 13th Street, MurWright and Le Corbusier, the on a ledge at the_fifith floor,
Charles Thomas, rant B-25 bomber smashed
John
someone in the secretary of
than it cost to
today
down
he
ray. Born Dec. 14, 1897,
great French architect.
Sixty
fracturing her hip.
Bloomington, Ind., and Jeff into the side of it.
state's office to cover his fee•
build. It would be no easy
was the son of the late James
But it is sheer height, not
people have savored
million
The building's darkest day job.
Ohio.
Springfield,
,
temporarily.
Thomas,
lures the vas July 28, 1945, when Lt.
David Fisk and Molly Edtaste,' which
•
11.
1
The funeral will be held ,the view from the top of it,
sell
Fisk.
and
the
helps
wards
it sightseers
ThurVay at 11 a.m. at the and 17 have jumped frgin
" said Tyree Gaines, an office embaby,
this
built
•
th
souvenirs.
deaths.
veteran of 500 hours of rianThe Murray _num is a
the Linn Funeral taheit
William Stassen, chief ployee,dipped into the coffea
Some people have been hat flying in Europe. got lost
Building
retired employee of.the Murz,
Empire
State
The
were no fund and came up with
a.m. at his home. He was 50 Home, Benton, with Willis
engineer,..:there
married at the top, and a few in a morning mist and crashray Division of the Tappan
celebrating the 50th
for building $5, but Miracle said this
years of age and had been in Green and John Hicks of- begins
precedents
Company. He was a member
anniversary of its . opening have had their ashes com- ed his B-25 bomber into the
ficiating.
ill health.
anything so big, so it was not so.
no longer the mitted to the winds there. In north side at the 79th floor.
of the Seventh and Poplar
He said Mrs. Gaines had t
Mr. Hurt took disability - Pallbearers will be Lubie Thursday,
overengineered. Where a
building but 1938, the Congo's Shogoll
Church of Christ.
The buildine rocked. ,The
of steel would large bill and simply t
pjece
retirement as a labor Parrish, Rob Ed Parrish, world's tallest
one-inch
Mr. Fisk is survived by his foreman at Murray State Elvin Parrish, Billy Dale still the most famous tower Olaba .dancers. .chose the B-25's fuel tanks ruptured in
Used 10 inches," he change from the fund, aft, 7
observ-atory as an auspicious the 200 mph impact, .and de,"they
wife, Mrs. Lola Cox Fisk, to University in 1980. He was a Smith, and his three grand- in the Manhattan skyline.
which Breslin's filing paper i
•
admiringly.
said
whom he was married on
Although Kong was. only site for dispelling the -.evil flame spewed as high as Ate
'Y k World were cleared.
member of the Salem Bap- sons. Burial will follow in the
Since
to be_ cursing aallt floor. Thirteen- -peaple
Feb. 25, 1923; one daughter,
Fay spirtsU
That same day, accordii!..
in 1964. the to 30 floors
tist Church. Born May 1, Mt. Carmel Cemetery in Hollywood illusion. and
F
Mrs. Don (Marian) Starks, 1930, in Calloway County, he Calloway County.
Wray was never in peril high their New York engagement. were killed, 26 seriously inhave been to Miracle, the former juda_,
building
the
of
Since 1978, a race up 1,575 jured. It cost Si million to
Fifth
Florence, Ala.; three grand- was the son of the late CarlosFriends may call at the above 34th Street and
lighted-at night. For the 1976 telephoned and said he (.!• I
children - Paul Starks and Covington Hurt and Effie,,,funeral home after 2 p.m. Avenue, the great ape's ex- steps ta the 86th floor has repair the damage.
bicentennial, it was red, not want to run after all.
the been an annual event The
symbolized
Walter Starks of Searcy, Jane Futrell Hurt.
ploits
The buildine has changed white and blue. For
But. Miracle said, the next
Wednesday.
Ark., and Patricia Eastland,
skyscraper's siren call: Get best time for a man is 12 hands only three times. In
red and day, Breslin said
it's
The Calloway resident is
Christmas,
minutes, 19 seconds: for a 1961, when the building, .21 2
to the top.
Houston, Texas; three survived by his wife, Mrs.
green: for Valentine's Day. definitely was running aii!! The Michelin guide to New woman. 14:03.
nieces, Mary Bowden, Annie Patty Bonner Hurt, to whom
atT,ea of land and the red andwhite;-green for St. asked- "Am I. not -good 1-tt.
Even before it oPened. the operatiag lease-sold for--$
Alderdice, and Clevie Mor- he was married on Aug. 2,
York gives the Wilding three
"
$5?.
Patrick's-Day.
-also
State
-Erlifiire
Building
and
rating;
took
four
stars, its highest
millcon, the clasing
A few hours later, officiak
April 30, red
on
dusk
1957; two daughters, Miss
At
recommends two visits: dur- attracted desperate 'people. hours and 3,600 signatures.
Minda Jane Hurt and Mrs.
and turquoise laser lights drew names for ball.;
ing the day for the view, One discharged worker hurl- When the ink dried, PrudenGlenda Sue Johnson,and one
will flash from the summit in positions and Breslin was :a
which is 80 miles in clear ed himself down an elevator tial Insurance Co. was the
Ann
light show which should be eluded: it 1;5-check da I7!grandchild, Jada
a
- state inweather, and at night for the shaft..Eighteen months after owner and teat e
for 10 miles. Other April 7 eventually w
visible
Johnson, all of Murray
the opening, a man jumped vestor'.Harry Helmsley and
city's spectacular lights.
will be beamed to- received from him.
lasers
Route 5; one brother, KenGeorge Wein held the lease.
Derisively called • the from the dirigible
N1cGuires backers con-.
The funeral-for Mrs. Willie neth Hurt,South Bend,Ind.
the, building's
across_
-TOMPKINSVILLE, Ky.,
.
the 103rd floor; platform 15 other aft aanerally agreed trra-t .. flash
Et"Pt.Y - -State Building(011ie Lou) Holt of Paducah
'-r•- like birthday tend .he assured them tf,.•
Monroe COUnty''.The funeral and burial ser- (AP)
surface
people have jumped from even a limitless amount of
previous day that Bresha
Route 9 will be held Wednes- vices will be arranged by the Sheriff Joe Petit said Mon- when it opened in the midst
'candles.
86th floor.
the
said
is
it
Depression,
the
money could not duplicate
of
was out of the race, la a
day at 1 p.m. at the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral day that a Maryville, Tenn.,
Miracle said Monday he sir
the Linn Funeral Home, Home where friends may couple had been arrested in the Empire State Building
ply told them he had n,
Benton, with the Rev. call after 4 p.m. on Wednes- connection with the relied on visitors for several
pay its taxes.
the $5 from Brest
received
Leaman Blalock, the Rev. day.
operation of a stolen car years to help
_
Last year, almost 2 million
iracle .said the statut'Roy Carter, and the Rev.
ring.
people — a record for the
seem
as to whether
Marlin Mitchell officiating.
The sheriff identified those
building -- took the trip t
as
candidate actually has : •
Nephews will serve
taken into custody Saturday
( Dies
the top.
_ carry the filing money to t!J
pallbearers and burial will
as 40-year-old Larry Jones.,
Empire
the
Raskob,
-)ellffn
secretary of state's Office.
follow in the McDaniel
40, and his 38-year:.old
State Building's millionaire
1957. He retired as senior
Lewis County Sell(
Cemetery in Calloway CounNEW YORK AP) - John aiming the Navy in 1a41.
Laverne.
principal developer, posed
During his flkcayears in the .vice president -and - board Superintendent Foste,
ty.
A.' Roosevelt, investment
Jones was charged with
at Bache last Meade of Vaneelaurg,al:aura-one question to - architect
• Friends may call at the
banker and youngest of four NavY he attained the rank of member
four counts of* receiving
William Lamb:
-- -Deeember.
ami
_COMM:AH(1*T
lieutenant
the educators backira
„Franklin
president
$100
over
funeral home.
aoreaatf
stolen property
"Bill, how high can you
At the time of his death McGuire, said Monday that
Mrs. Holt, 77, died Sunday
Li: Roosevelt,. has died of served aboard the aircraft
dollars and four counts of-obWASHINGTON (AP)-- H. structing the identification Make- it so that it won't fall heart fai:ure at--New York earriers Wvap and .Hornet. Monday, Roosevelt had if the facts are as he ha:,
at 2:55 p.m. at Lourdes
Carlisle Besuden III of The of a motorvehicle.
- - dowi_t?"
Hospital-Cernell Medical- -He was the1/4 holder -of the--homes in New YorleCity and heard,"there are going to hi.:
Hospital,Paducah.
Lamb's answer was 1,050
Bronze Star. \
in Tuxedo, N.Y.
repercussions," perhaps
Center at age 65.
She is survived by her hus- Lexington, Ky., Herald was
His wifeivas charged with
feet, or four feet higher than
as
night
Monday
For - several years after
installed
He is survived by his even a lawsuit.
enMrs.
only
whose
daughter,
stolen
Roosevelt,
band; one
one count of receiving
Chrysler counter with
---Ivrigade his concern would
titles w • leavin , the na
Paul McManus, Symsonia; the new president of the property and one of ob- the spire on the ilea'
-Farm-Editors-ofNewspaper
when he ran unsuccessfully Grayson-Robinso Stores in Boyd. whom he married in be if it turns out Breslin paid
two sons, Jewell T. -Holt
s ruc mg i • lien ica ion
town. But Raskob was said in the -1957 New York City Los Angeles. After'stints as 1965, and two daughters by a no money before deadine
Calvert-Fay clMilte I, and America.
of an auto.
trick -- perhaps a mayoral race,died Monday. president and direct of the previous marriage, Anne and left the filing to the
ofnew
other
and
Bestiden
Jerry Holt, Symsonia; one
The sheriff said the arrests to fear a
out 'of the
popping
the
at
pole
installed
were
ficers
Schrade,
was the ' only Regency Furel inve.,t ment Roosevelt- Luke and Joan secretary, of state's office.,
He
sister, Mrs. Viller
stemmed from the cracking
spire —
Building's
Chrysler
spring
annual
that money was taken from
Republican in a staunchly company and preside t of Roosevelt Schoonmaker.
Dexter; two brothers, Dallis
of an auto theft ring earlier
SU he -added a 200-foot moor- Democratic family. The list Universal
Products . nc.,
Also surviving are three the coffee fund and that the
Mitts, Murray, and Charlie meeting here. The program in the year.
mast for dirigibles, enyi- uf noted Republicans he sup- Rai-sevelt joined
Bactie brothers, James, Elliot and Breslin check was dated
Mitts, Paducah; 10 grand- also included awarding of
On Feb. 20, police raided a ing
his. building as. the ported____included President _HI 1 aly Stuart_Shields Inc. in Franklin D. Jr.
awards
sioning
top
association's
April 7.
children; one great grand- the
salvage yard and, arrested
for agricultural journalism. Jckie Crowe, Identified as debarkatiortpota for airship Hammitt--- Reaga n, f or m er
Kent Parker of the Des the operator. He was pasoengers from Europe.
Presidents Richard M. Nix"bl
small
gr
Moines Register and charged with ibur counts of
ANalni4=11 Irmb""
on• and DwigTit 13.
The (;,,, nq Place
Another
Federal-State Market News Service Tribune was this year's receiving stolen prtiperty ever moored there.
Eisenhower, the late New
April a,1$11
managed to drop a bundle of York
recipient of the Farm Editor over $100.
Gov. Nelson 'A.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
while almost
--fiiivspapers
Award.
Year
of
the
Stations
Buying
6
Report Includes
Rockefeller, and "former
Receipts: Act. 353 Est. 800 Barrows &
assem ble d
init_anli in g
Sens. Jacob K. Ja% its of Nca,
lts$1.1101aighar SosoiStaady *GUM
celebrities to eternity in. a York and Clifford P. Case of
cluded: Dick Orr, Chicago
$40.25-40.50 Tribune, farm column; Jo
=210-2401W.
test in 1931. The top of the New Jersey.
11JUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI (USDA
$39.75-40.25
US 2210-250 lbs
calves
and
cattle
receipts
Estimated
mast, 1,250 feet, is the
Arkansas
Pryor,
$38.75-39.75 Ann
Washington.
in
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Born
1000; compared to Monday's dose
US2-4 150-270lbs.
Democrat, Little Rock,farm limited slaughter steers and heifers building's official height, March 13. 1916, Roosevelt
Sows
television
a
$31.00-33.00 feature; and Thomas D. steady: cows fully 1.00 higher. these althOugh
graduated from Harvard in
US 1-2 270450lbs.
$32.00-34.50 Lawin, The Country Today, mostly 2.00 higher for two days transmitter added another
US 1-3360480 lbs.
briefly
was
1938
and
slaughter
steady;
trading;
bulls
$34.50-36.50
US 1-3 459000 lbs.
Claire, Wis., farm calves poorly tested: voider% 2.00-5410 222feet in 1950.
P6.50-38.00 Eau
US 1-3 S00450lbs.
employed by William
higher: feeders firm to -1.00 higher
131.00-32.00 series.
US2-3 300100lbs.
In 1970, the World Trade Filene's Sons Co., a departslaughter steers few choice 905 lb
Boars 29.00-31.00
became the world's ment store in Boston. before
Center
64.50; good and choice 1050-1380 lb
60.75-63.90; good 1150-1335 .1b tallest building at 1,350 feet.
24 Proiesidonal Color Portraits
dalry breds 55.00-59.90; sla ughter
Soon afterward, the Sears
2-8iclOs 2-5x7s 10 Wallets &
heifers choice 895-915 lb 63.75-64.70:
KEEP THAT GREAT
4-Color Portrait Charms
good and choice 950-1010 lb 59.00.61.'45: Tower in Chicago reached
GM FEELING WITH
1-5x75-Wallets in
standard and good 600-105o lb 48 75- 1,450 feet. ,
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'DOUBLE TAKE • Pose
GENUINE GM PARTS.
Lamb's restrained ,Art
utility 43.00-48.09; high dressing 48.25'A Creative Approach
50.20; cutter 41.00-45.011. several_
to Dual-Image
weighty cutter up to 43.00; canner and
Ky.(API —
PIKEVILLE
Photography.
•
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Pro es 01 stocks of local interest at 11 When angry non-union coal
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despite -United
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1910 Citation
33 uric
58.566445; 885-970 lb 56.20-61.50: General Dynamic
no recurrence of shooting
General
Motors
5534
-'t•
heifers medium frame 1 300-500 mmtly
10,000 miles, two tone brown, power steering and
25'2 unc that left a picket and three
62.00.46.60, few up to 69 90; 500-680 lb General Tire
2634 -'4 non-union coal truck drivers
59.0043.25; 600-721) lb 58.0041_25; Goodrich
brakes, air, automatic, AM-FM radio, tilt steering.
Goodyear
19 unc
fried'urn frame 2 306500lb 56.41042.00: Gull 011
—3232 unc wounded last week H didn't
506700 lb S4.00-60.00.
*6,417.00
•h•Ileublien
33'7
surprise Kentucky State
Hogs 900; compared to Monday's 1.8.M
6014 -17
.
close barrows anti gilts mostly 1.00- Jerico
26B 21P1A Police Capt. Morgan Elkins.
1.25 higher 1-2 213-253 lb 41.70-41.75; Kmart
.
223
Dwain Taylor Chevrelet Inc.
"You've seen what the
255-260 lb 41 50-41 70; 2 210-255 lb 41.01)Big K
No Trade
41.50; 255-2% lb 40.50-41.00; 2-3 226-290 Penwalt
-Fit
really is," Elkins
31%
Situation
753-2617
641 South, Murray
lb 40.00-40 50: 290-350 lb 39.90-40 00: QuSler Oais
353s - is
'It's still
reporter.
a
tOld
sows over 450 lb steady tu1.00 higher, Texaco
le
3531
under 450 lb poorly tested:: 1-2 few 450- U.S. Tobacco
' 31's +31 volatile, but I can truly say I
11Pull 11PiA
; Wendy's
500 lb 39.00-40_25; 500-695 lb
"Quality at a K mart price. Nice."
did not anticipate any
- -boars over 300 lb 35.0o-35 io
F
E
C
problems today."'
14.70
Sheep 25

Funeral services for
Lenice E. Fisk will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with John
Dale officiating. Burial will
follow in the Farmington
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m.

fbgram,

.4-14kw.

maismov

King Kong's Perch Celebrates
50th Birthday In New York City

Orlan Hurt Dies
At Home Today At
The Age 01 50
Tarn utttoct-AVa30y

Maryville Couple
Arrested, Charged
With Operation Of
Stolen Car Ring

Rites Wednesday
For Mrs. Holt

FDR's Youngest Son,.65/
In New York Hospital

Lexington Herald
Farm Editor Is
New Head Of Farm
Editors Association

Hog Market

ts

Livestock Market

Sensational

"DOUBLE TAKE"
Portrait Pose

95
$12.
95C/
Depositf Total Package
Price

Stock Market

TO.65

No Recurrence Of
Violence In Pike
County Coal Area

f5 et, fl
These Days Only
Tues. Wed.Thur. Fri. Sat.
4128 4/29 4130 5/1 512
daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
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WASHINGTON (APIThe Senate Agriculture
Committee approved a
proposal Monday by Sen.
Wafter Huddleston, D-Ky.,
that provides greater
flexibility for the dairy price
support system.
The Huddleston amendment sets dairy price support levels at between 75 percent and 90 percent of parity,
as is the current law, but
provides a flexible schedule
requiring the Secretary of
Agriculture to adjust the
support level as stocks of
milk products acquired by
the Commodity Credit Corp.
fluctuate.
The farm bill basically
sets federal agriculture
policies for four years
unprecedented
tually
demands and problems record high interest rates,
the ravages of drought,
falling farm income and
dramatically higher fuel
costs," Huddleston pointed
out in introducing the
legislation.
All of us, farmer and con-

SS
rnlury
5 Secret agent
8 For fear that
12 Sandarac
tree
13 Garden tool
14 On the ocean
15 Chastise
17 Seesaw
19 Sliver
20 Swerves
21 River duck
23 Withered
24 Crafty
_26 Bishops
headdress
28 Insane
31 Tellurium
Symbol
32 Girls name
33 Wend
34 Sweet potato
36 Characteristic nature
38 Sorrow
39 Imitates
41 Furious
43 Showy flower
45 Smallest
amount
48 Gaseous
hydrocarbon
50 Annoying
person
51 Immodest
look
52 Card game
54 Nerve network
55 Sins
56 Mystery
solver
57 Narrow, fiat
board
DOWN
1 Flaps

2 Russian city
3 bcar
4 Delineate
5 Female
6 Italian river
7 Still
8 Not now
9 Value
10 Prophet
11 Sailors
colloq
16 Athletic
group
18 Above
22 Boundaries
23 Spanish title
24 Pigpen
25 Meadow
27 Make leather
29 Time gone by
30 Female deer
35 Substance
36 Gull-like bird
37 Death rattle
.1

2

3

sumer alike, have a stage in
the farmer's survival."
Huddleston noted that
while. the federal government cannot and should not
provide total protection to
the farmer in a free market
system, "over the years
federal price support
programs have provided a
degree of stability in uncertain markets and protection from prices far below
the cost of production."
Here are some highlights
of the Huddlesotn Farm Bill:
TARGET PRICES: This
program establishes price
levels for certain commodities based on the cost of
producing crops. In the
event that the market price
falls below the target price,
payments would be made to
.mcit
Arthit &di**.
The Huddleston bill would
set target prices forwheat at
$4.40 a bushel, up from $3.81;
corn at $2.75 a bushel, up
from $2.40; cotton at 80 cents
a pound, up from 71 cents;
and $11.01 per hundredweight for rice, up from
$10.68. Huddleston would
also retain .the set-aside
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APPO II
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42 Wheel teeth
43 Competent
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THERE ARE A LOT
OF TROOBLE5 IN THE
WORLD TODAY..,

rim

50

PL AYI NG BA5E6ALL
HELP5 TO TAKE L'OUR
MIND OFF THEM

THE WORLD IS IN A
MESS---I WISH WE
LIVED IN THE GOOD
OLD DAYS

authority and the "safety
net" loans to fanners storing
crops.
The administration has
proposed abolishing the
target price program as well
asthe set-aside program.
FOOD STAMPS:Huddleston calls for revised
procedures for calculating.
the cost of the thiifty food
plan and provisions under
which household income is
calculated for eligibility,
requires a tough work
registration system, and
provides incentives for
reducing errors, for total
reductions in 1982 of $460
MILK PRICES: In order
to assure adequate supplies
of milk, H,uddleston proposes
to retain ,the minium
5%

ports. The administration
wants to lower that to 70% of
parity.
AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH: The Huddleston Fenn
would continue many important
wesearch, extension and
teaching provisions of the
1977 farm bill, and provides
for concluding the necessary
reports that will lead to a
comprehensive national soil
and water conservation
program.
Huddleston described the
unlimited
'nearly
authority
discretionary
sought by.the administration
as "an assault on farm
program expenditures
masked as economy
Measures which, if enacted,
could result in false and

nlyrnp

2. Notice

Leather Vests
Now $49.95
Reg 5100

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
former
has
named
Republican state Highway
Commissioner Eugene Goss
and Louisville business
executive John B. Clarke to
the board of regents at Kentucky State University.
Brown also reappointed
Glasgowr Mayor L.J.
Twymin and Frankfort
businessman Elliott Marcus
to the Kentucky State board.
Goss, a Harlan attorney,
has previously served on the

University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees and has
been on the board of governors of the Kentucky Bar
Association for several
years.
He was state highway
commissioner in 1969-70 and
had previously served as
state commissioner of
economicsecurity.
Clarke is manager of the
community affairs and
facility services operation at
General Electric's Appliance Park.

charges would be filed.
This was the civil windup
.of the criminal prosecution.
The criminal crack was
taken by the feds," Sachs
said, referring to the federal
investigation that led to
Agnew's no-contest plea to a
tax evasion charge and his
resignation in October 1973
as Richard Nixon's vice
president.
Attorneys for Agnew said
they would appeal the decision by Judge Bruce
Williams, who ruled Agnew
must pay $248,735 to the state
because he accepted
kickbacks from engineers
seeking state contracts.
The decision was hailed by
prosecutors as the first
declaration by a court that
Agnew did accept the money
he has consistently denied
taking.

I THINK I'D RATHER
WORRY ABOUT THE
TROUBLE5 IN THE ILIORLD

_Pawn
Shop

Fast form tire sets ice.
Economy Tire & Ser
vice. Call 753 8500

Foi sale 1972 Ford tractor,
size 8000, in good condition, $7000. Phone 901498-8271.
2840 John Deere tractor,
less than 500 hours. Call 1345-2607.
1150 Massey Ferguson tractor with equipment. 410
Massey Ferguson combirie
both headers. Call 4928989 or 492-8204.
1973 Massey Ferguson 300

por114016
0kf:
74-1
1
As you have been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 762Two row Holland tobacco
4352 after 5 pm
setter. Call 1-382-2860.

Olympic Plaza

PAWN - BUY SELL - TRADE
Open 9

m to 8 p m

We du 1,,loiatiori Ond
copy work

CITY
COUNCIL

Carter Studio

YOU, vole
and influence
appreciated.-Get an 11x14 color family
portrait for $5.00! Satisfaction guaranteed! Setting
dates: April 30th and May
1st from 4 to 9 pm. Call
753-0126. Sponsered by
the Carter Elementary
P.T.A.

Two women will
clean houses or
office. $6.00 an
hour. Call 7539587 ask for
Brenda.
Turn your living room into a
greenhouse. Possible to increase all plant production
91%. Free report. Cathy
Blackburn, 821 Curtis St.,
Paris, TN 38242.

Will do baby sitting in my home or
just watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' runs
to town. Call 4362598. Ask for
Judi.

Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
7S3-S699.

304 Main

20. Sports Equipment
Will clean house and offices. Monday through Friday. $4 per hour. Call 4374346
Witt break and disc
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144
Will do babysitting in my
home, have references. Call
753-6129.

10. Bus. Opportunity
Lost German Shepherd. 8
months old, tan and black
wearing choke chain
Reward! Call 753-2452 or
753-4074
Lost: Golden Labrador
Retriever pup, 7 months
old, white with tan ears.,
Last seen in Court Square
vicinity. Reward! 753-9872.
Lost: Gold rope chain_
necklace at Owen's Market.
Call 753-3882 ask for Betty
between 9.30 and 5:06 or
753-5643 after 5 pm.
Reward!
Daytime counter help needed Apply in person at
Burger Queen
Immediate part time opening. must have apparel
sales experience and be
available any hours. Apply
or person - *INNERS,
OLYMPIC PLAZA. An equal
opportunity employer.
No experience necessary. as
you will enter into our extensive training program. A
large Kentucky corporation
is seeking 'to employ two
representatives for your
area. Age 21 and over,
minimum high school and
must be bondable. We offer
an excellent fringe benefit
program. If you feel you
may qualify, send brief
resume to: P.O. Box 648,
Mayfield, KY 43066.
Wanted sitter for 8 year old
girl for summer months.
Near town. Call 489-2230
after 6 pm

1981-1982 City Auto Stickers are
now on sale, City Clerk's Office,
City Hall Building.

EVER TRY
BORROWING
A BUCK FROM
AL-1)06;

Sealed b3ds will be accepted through
Saturday May 2nd. Bids may be given to
John Grogan 753-6685, Bob Nanny 7534937, or Kenton Woodall 753-4689.

NO, BUT I WASN'T
SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDED

•

Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

Own your own Jean Shop;
go direct - no middle man,
no salesman's fee. Offering
all the nationally known
brands such as lordache,
Vanderbilt, Calvin Klein,
Sedgefield, Levi and over'
70 other brands. $13,500
includes beginning inventory, airfare for 1 to our national warehouse, training.
fixtures and Grand Opening
Promotions. Call Mr. Righi
at Mademoiselle Fashions
419-626-9169.

dands for hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058 or 762-4352
after 5 pm.

14. Want To Buy
Colonial style drop leaf
table with extension leaves
and- chairs -753-5851 or
753-8040
Upright bass fiddle, also
would like to sell 2 cheap
guitars. Call 753-9400.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table. and
speakers. $50. Also a small
coffee fable. $10. Call 7538465.
2 Steel awning type windows 48-x66- with
screens. 3 ton central airconditioning
condensing
unit. 753-5851 - or 7538040.

16. Home Furnishings

FUTURE

PEACE PRIZE
A

Wanted
Salesmen,
motivated, who would like
to. earn $300 a week or
more. No door to door sales.
Call K & G Water Purification Co.. 901-644-1720.

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

Goss, Clarke Named
To KSU Regents Board

ANNAPOLIS, Md.(APIMaryland officials say
they're. not likely to file
criminal charges against
former Vice president Spiro
T. Agnew, who has been
ordered by the judge in a
civil case to repay $147,500 in
kickbacks he allegedly
received while governor,
plus interest.
Agnew, who served as
governor from 1967-68, did
not appear in court and was
unavailable for comment
after Monday's decision. His
lawyer, Thomas R. Harrison, had said Agnew would
hot testify in the trial
because his comments could
be used against him if the
state deciced to press
criminal charges.
However, Attorney
General Stephen Sachs said
it was highly unlikely such

Vernon's
Western
Store

Responsible person with
ow_p transportation willing
to assume day to. day
responsiblity with children
and in household. Light
housework, driving for
childrens after school functions. Month of May only.
Salary negotiable Call 7533493 for interview.

•

STOP
LIVING IN
THE PAST-- THINK
OF THE

I WONDER
WI-10 Tr-OUGHT
UP TI-IAT JAZZ,
M N
BEST FRIEND
15 P16 DOG"

REWARD
For information leading to
the arrest-er-tonviction of
the persons who took four
hangings(or banners)of the
members of the Murray Art
Guild off the Court Square
Friday night, April 17,
1981; or for the return of
said hangings. Contact the
Murray Art Guild, 106 N
6th, 753-4059.

SUMMER JOBS
GOOD PROFIT
Interviews 1:00, 3:30 and 7:00
Friday, May 1, 1981
In the Ohio Room, Student Center
Murray State University. College
Students or High School Seniors
preferred.

NOTICE
Will be interviewing for summer employment for AQUA
BOGGAN PARK, Thursday
evening, April 30th, 5:30 p.m.
at Aqua Boggan Park. Applications may be completed
at interview.
6

Avacado side by side
refrigerator freezer. Excellent condition. $350.
753-9359.
Barrel table and 4 swivel
chairs. excellent condition.
Also wicker furniture;
couch. 2 chairs and table,
original paint, excellent
condition. Call 7516391
after 5 pm.
Three piece bedroom suite
with springs and mattress
2 night stands 2 chairs
dishes
and a small
bookcase Call 753-3593
Kirby Vacuum Sales & Sernew-used carpet
vice
stimnpoos No 16 Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-6050

.22 Cal. pocket automatic
pistol, stainless steel, new,
$100. 489-2773. _
For sale! Cott 45 automatic
pistol. Blue with case. Like
new, $250. 489-2773.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
.Kentacky.A._ Country_ Bay
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

Wish you could play
he organ? But have
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons.
CLATTONS
753-7575
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
SAVE
Save th of new price
on this repossessed
piano. Less than 1
ear *Id. Take up
onthly payments.
753-7575

Approximately 1000 Sward
feet of wild cherry lumber.
753-7531.
Expert front end align
ment $15. Economy
Tire 8, Service. Call for
appointment, 7538500.
Condominium -for rent
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament_
and Heritage toll' ToUrni-ment. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
Firewood. cut any length,
mostly oak and hickory, $20
delivered. 489-2492 or 753415.7.
For sale: 700 brick. Call
437-4832.
Hospital bed for sale. Call
753-6531..
-Let's go fishing!" Red
worms. Nile trawlers. fresh •
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray. KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Oregan bars for Homehte:
Poulan, or Echo chain saws.
16 $1699; 20". $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Best Method Yet For
Tree Insects-Nutrition
Diseases

Stop Tree Damaging Insects Before
They Stop Your Shade Trees

Call 753-3914
Kelly's Termite
and
Pest Control

oillar to
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30. Busmen Rental 34. Houses For Rent

26. TVItadio
Scott. 376B AM-FM stereo
receiver. 75 watt per channel. 2 Scott 1976 3-way
flr speaker system. Still
wide;_watianty._ -Call,

For rent Cleanup shop with
au-compressor and gas heat
at 327 North 4th 7533018

SlOo-flechophonic control
vier Quardra mode W/2
8 OHMS air suspension
audio system speakers. Includes AM-FM stereo
receiver, full feature
cassette and 8-track
"memory recorder. BSR
audio recorder changer
Also have ear phones and
record cabinet Call 7538166
Wanted Responsible per
son to take up small mon
thly payment on 25- color
t v Warranters 753-,S7c,

Comfortable sew 2
bedroom duplex, in
quiet resideetbd wee
off Doren Reed. Nest
pump sod insulated
for BC01101WiC411 utility
bills. Sound proof betweeo apartments. Appliances furnished.
6275/ month. Coll

ptA aiir-Rent
32 -

For rent: 3 bedroom house,
gas heat, nice yard, good
neighborhood. 753-8895.
House for rent, 5 room, unTornishe lionse _itt_ -the
country, $150 a month plus
$150 deposit. 753-3293.

Bulls for sale. Performance
tested 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8
blood Simmental and
Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance bulls
for over 900 performance
tested cows are being offered for sale. Broadbent
759-4130 or
Farms, Cadiz, PI 42211.
753-9898
Phone days 1-235-5182.
Coleman
2 year old
/
Fur sale: 21
registered Angus bull. 489Real Estate
2597.
electric
All
apart'
efficiency
REE MAR ARABIANS.
27. Mobile Home Sales
OW • *row,
,
„ obile home. gift. $120 per month, $120 ad started 753-611Cor
Visitors
12x60. 2 bedrooms, 2 deposit. 753-9829.
753-6100.
baths, good condition. Call Apartments for rent, near welcome.
431-4814 after 6 or 1-354- downtown Murray. 753- Rabbit cages for sale Call
8638.
4109
492-8205
1974 12x60 Mobile home, Furnished apartments for
Saddles, English
2 bedrooms, 1 bath, central rent. Call 753-4684.
heat and air, underpinning,
Western Soles concrete steps plus storage -New 2 bedroom duplex, Repairs - Custom
available now. Phone 753shed. 753-7192.
Work - Tents sod Root
9400.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
Covers mod*.
dishwasher, double oven. One bedroom furnished
TAYLOR
newly
apartment,
Call after 5 pm, 759-4839.
LEATHER CO.
redecorated, private en116 S.64 Mayfield
1975 Viking, 12x60 mobile trance. near University. Call
1-247-3134
home. furnished. Call 753753,.- 141taker 3 pm One bedroom furnished 1979 WW Trailboss horse
28. Mob. Home Rents apartment, air-conditioned, trailer. Call 767-6158.
Pets-Supplies
For rent: 2 mobile homes, 121 North next to
12x50 and 12x60, furnish- Fairgrounds. 753-3139.
AKC registered Chesapeake
ed. air-conditioned, near One bedroom apartment, Bay Retriever pups. 8 weeks
University. Phone 753- redecorated. downtown, old, outstanding hunting
3895.
$50 deposit, $150 a month. and guardian stock. Phone
t2x60 trailer for rent. See Call 753-9251 between 8-5. 753-6491 before 2 pm
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer One bedroom furnished AKC German Shepherd pupCourt, located Murray Drive- apartment in downtown pies, 28 champions, 5
area. Water and heat fur- generations. Registered
in entrance.
nished. Call 753-0187 after American Eskimo Spitz
Two bedroom trailer near
pm
5
-puppies. 502-554-2153.
Murray. No pets. Call 489Two bedroom duplex for
2611.
rent, stove, refrigerator and AKC Registered Chinese
two bedroom trailer, air-conditioner furnished. Pugs. Call 437-4478.
l'Rx60, furnished, very $180 plus deposit. 753- Dog obedience classes for
clean, in Murray. No pets. 9612 or 435-4114.
AKC competition or more
Call 489-2118.
33. Rooms for Rent obediant pet.'Boarding 2 miles
/
covered runs. 436-2858.
Two bedroom. 11
641 South, $150 plus Rooms for rent, 1 block For sale: 2 grown apricot
from University. Call 753deposit. 753-4699.
Poodles, male and female.
1812 or 753-6933.
Call 753-2250.
Two bedroom trailer for
34. Houses For Rent
rent, furnished, clean, in
Pit Bull Terrier, registered,
Murray. No pets. Call 489- For rent: 3 bedroom house, female, 11
2 years old. 753/
1 bath, large great room, 3052.
7118.
kitchen, $250 per
29. Heating-Cooling nice sizePanarama
Stidies. 43. Real Estate
Air conditioners, cleaned 1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307. 225 Acre farm located on
and repaired. We buy used Three bedroom, 2 bath, blacktop road east of new
au conditioners. Dill's Elec- den, living room, kitchen Concord. Bottom land (now
tric. Call 753-9104.
dining combination, fenced in wheat), some timber,
30. Business Rental backyard with tall hedge for creek. Priced less than
privacy, concrete patio and $425/acre. Owner financExcellent ing available at 10% ingrill.
neighborhood, on quiet terest. We have a
Rental space for retail
street near M.S.U. One year reasonably priced small
Dixieland
store in
lease required, $400 per farm near the lake. A 30
Shopping Center on
month. Available June 1, acre parcel with a large
Chestnut Street next
1981. Call 753-5805 after pond, good building site
State
Murray
5:30 PM.
!i)
-with well. This is priced for sale. We have several
University. Call 75336. For Rent Or Lease quick
5 to 15 acre parcels near
01 8.
lake at Hamlin, KY (east of
Need It?
New Concord). These all
It!
Rent
good building sites,
have
For rent: Single or multiple
are located on all weather
Air Compressors
near
space,
office
We got it mod much, roads. Owner will trade or
downtown Murray. Phone
will finance purchase. John
much more.
753-4109.
C. Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Concrete Trowel
ar
&yeafliort._
Mini
swim
753-7531.

38.

ly

•

Warehouse
Storage Specs
For Rent
7511

AVAILABLE NOW
*
as much as
$25,000.00 Face amount of guaranteed
cash value life insurance for your child if
yoe-gooftty. As little as $10.15 a month.
Protect your child's future today.
Because you love them...LIFE OF
GEORGIA. Kerry Letterman, Agent. Call
437-4512 for an appointment.

•

CONTROL
TERMITES

Also household, lawn, Indoors
and outdoorsl

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home.but. never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated nowt 753-3910, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Oyer 33 years 'experience. Home owned and
operated.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
ON

00N1

lake home
located
in
Lakeway Shores
with a water
canal in back of
lot.

BUY OF THE YEAR! Be in
the center of everything in
this convenient location.
Conveniently priced with
to
owner financing
qualified buyer. Features 4
bedrooms, large kitchen
and living room, plus dry
basement. Bring the kids to
enjoy the large backyard.
Lots of storage rooms plus
garage. Call Wendy at
Soann__Realty_Assobates_to-.
day, 753-7724.
Yr
IEWIllimi
Orel?
LL1
3 bedroom brick, 518
Brood St. Fireplace insert stays with house,
natural gas heat, very
nice lot and more.
oat-Woldrop Real
Estate, 759-1 707.

LShr

sea,Waldrop
Real Estate
MN Coal** 014707

Established business, good
location, limited low interest financing available.
Consider trade for real
estate. Call 753-4109.
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
2 tract with 3
/
have it! A 11
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture. An additional
feature is assumable VA
loan with small equity and
low interest rate. Let us
show you a great investment. You'll be glad you
did. Priced in the $40's. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs, Realtors, 7531492.

N

Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
5._ f this stately two
the &ism o a private
"estate" within the city
limits. From the entry hall,
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact kitchen
with storage i9 every corner. On the second floor,
you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
It's own fireplace, This
-home has he charm of
yesterday. the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors.
4
NEW DUPLEX IS ALMOST
FINEREJ)
No, 360-111% ACRES M/L.
Property is located at jimction (ii numbered routes,
close to lake and campground, mile from store, 7
miles from Murray. Duplex
has one unit about 85%
finished and other unit with
plumbing and wiring done.
Material left to finish. Community water and easement, from well reported. Most of
land is wooded with small
timber, bottomland; 4 acres
tillable. $22,500. Live in one,
rent the other and have
acreage left over.
STROlUT
REALTY
Joe L.Henson Broker
012Coldwater Rd.
753-01861Anytime)
Appraisels - Counening - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
Plaining business for sale.
1960 Ford 2-ton cab over
dump truck, uni-load with
forks and bucket; 20"
Power Mack plainer less
than a year old with phase
converter cable of hardly 30
hours power. Also etc.
package deal. $15,500. Call
901-642-8171 anytime.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
•

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

MORE FOR YOU
MQNEY in thi
beautiful 4 year o
house.
brick
eatures include: 3
bedrooms,
bathrooms, livin
TOOfTI, formal dmuig
room, family room,
game room, hea
pump, heatilator an
convenient location.
Call Boyd-Majors
Realty 753-8080.
COMMERCIAL
LAND
600 ft. frontage on
Hwy. 641 S. Approx.
600 ft. deep. Well
drained. Excellent
elismonswasr,
rtv
ili ie
z

753-8080

Three bedroom brick and 1969 Chevrolet stepside
pickup, 6 cylinder, 3-speed,
good condition, $795. Call
Murray. Call 435-4276.
753-6097.

SECLUDED
SETTING
A-Frame home on
lovely wsioded,
waterfr
Aot, Kentucky I
"Residential
a and
reasona
price $36,000. Contact Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.
MOBILE HOME
ON 5 ACRES
1980 Two bedroom
mobile home on five
scenic acres only
'akin tas Irge
pond, partially wooded with pasture
suitable for horses.
Low $20's. Contact
any member of the
Kopperud Realty
"Home Team" by
phoning 753-1222.

Murray-Callaway
County Realty
(502)7534140
304 N. 1201 St:
Marra*, Ky.42071
RAT A. teem Broker

THE BEST THINGS COME IN
SMALL PACKAGES. Small
price, big value!! In town, 2
bedroom, $18,500. South
of town, remodeled, 2
bedroom, $21,300. East of
town, 3 bedroom with
acreage, $17,100. Near
lake, 3 bedroom with 1
acre, $13,500. Look them
over. Now's the time to
buy! Call Spann Realty
Associates,753-7724.

753-1222
LAKE
FRONTAGE
Over 100' of lake
frontage with concrete sea wall and
boat dock fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Property also has very
comfortable mobile
home and large concrete block building
formerly used as a
restaurant. Priced to
sell - Mid $30's. Con-tee'Koppel:11d atallty, 753-1222 for full
time Real Estate
Service.
LOOKING FOR
AN INVESTMENT?
Try this 10 room
older home on a
large corner lot.
_could be an excellent
buy for someone that
can do their own
remodeling. Zoned
R-3-and- prieed--st
$16,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

e

Shores
Panorama
overlooking lake. Water and
septic tank in. $6750, $750
down owner finance balance at 10%. Call 753-5405.

45.Farms For Sale
Two acres on paved road
near Stella, $6000. Call
753-3571 or after 6 7532515.

1 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
App:y Moo.•Fri. II sm..1 p.m.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity,

Merrily

4mmilikilikmmok

vice, 753 8500.

49. Used Cars

Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.

e

Swath 4t6 Street

sit pie-te AvisHomes For„Sale 1978 GMC short wheel base Tyner vitt- aflesii now. Co
Free Lae with
Repair.
By owner 1565 Oak, 3 pickup, 6 cylinder, straight Call Sears, 753-2310 for
oil end &Her change.
free estimate for your
bedroom brick, large den, shift, topper, AM-FM
753-7896.
built-in kitchen, com- cassette stereo, good gas needs.
bination living room, lots of mileage. $3300. Phone For all your upholstery
Warning! Don't read this
storage, fully carpeted. 901-247-5439.
needs call
Wayside unless you're in need of
Must see to appreciate. Call
Upholstery. Quality work, roofing, carpentry, or elec753-2378 or 7519818.
1981 GMC Pickup, 6 reasonable prices. Wide trical work. New or repair
cylinder, automatic selection of fabrics to All guaranteed. Call Joe
Brick house, 2 years old, 3.
bedrooms, 2 baths, formal
transmission, power choose from. Call 753-5361 753-9226 for free estimate.
or 753-6488.
dining room,'large den, 2
steering, $6,250.
Wet basement? We make
car garage with concrete
HATCHER
Guttering by Sears. Sears wet basements dry, work
drive, large patio with cedar
AUTO SALES
continous gutters installed completely guarenteed Call
fence. House has many ex515 S. 12th
per.yourspecifications. Call or write Morgan Contras. See pt 1809 Wiswell
754-4961
Sears
753-2310 for free struction Co.. Route 2, Box
Road or call 753-5287 or
estimate..
409A. Paducah. KY 42001
753-0839 or 436-2935.
1973 International truck,
or call day or night. 1-442refrigeration,
and
Heating,
By Owner 2 bedroom, 2 14' flatbed, $3200. Z-50
7026.
Bob's
repair.
electrical
bath, brick home in Sher- Honda,$395. 753-8061.
Service,
Refrigeration
Will do law k _mower garr',..-wood Forest. Garage,cP
air,-gas rite,. MY 7S410.'brulurRenegade, -I6w
hV
"
7
e' work, 'pickup and
octiaM.ietP
Quality
362 before 5 pm pr 753- mileage, one owner. New
available. Call 753delivery
9866 after 5 pm.
tires and wheels, loaded. Hutching Sales, Route 5, 4162 or 753-9952 anytime
House for sale by owner: 2 Excellent condition. Call Box 2221. The only factory
authorized dealer for Filter
blocks from University. 2 753-0207 after 5 pm.
large bedrooms, large living One -1967 Ford pickup, Queen sales and service in
sport car and home
room, dining room, kitchen, $450; one 1976 Pontiac this area. Days 753-6068.
ereo repair.
utility room, garage at- wagon, $1000; one 1973 nights 436-2367.
WORLD Of SOUND
tached. With or without fur- Ford pickup, $1750. Call K & K Stamp Removal. Do
222 S. 12th St.
niture and utilties. Save 753-3575 or after 6, 753- you need stumps removed
753-586S
realty fee now as will be 2515.
from your yard or land
listed May 1st. Call 759cleared of stumps? We can Willie's interior and exterior
Used church bus for sale,
4702.
remove stumps up to 24" painting, 13 years exV8 motor, has 41,000
House for sale in Stella. 2 miles. Days call 753-1489 below the ground, leaving perience, free estimates.
only sawdust and chips. Phone before 8 AM or after
Bedrooms small house with after 6 pm, 753-6728
carport, nice lot. $15,800, ,q1•1111111111•110 Call for free estimate, Bob 5 PM, 759-1867.
Kemp--4354343 or13ob
1300t-dowrrta1alict 1110n
For sale or trade Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Will mow yards, 15 years
thly at 12%. 489-2595.
experience. Call 753-6564
'72 Choy. Tandem
47. Motorcycles
R009111$
Dump Truck. 753Would like to do exterior
0.05-11p I Shistglos
Honda 1976 550-Four,
8786 or 753- Itohroacos.
house painting, rates
AU
work
10,000 miles, excellent
negotiable. Call 759-4908
5699
00000taped. Fr..
condition, $1300 firm. 901or 753-6550.
estimatos.
247-3339 after 5 pm.
51. Campers
CaN 731-1131 or
Window cleaning, fast ser1973 750 Honda must sell!
vice, satisfaction guaranStarcraft
,sale:
For
popup
Call 492-8870 after 5:30.
camper, sleeps 6. Call 753- MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING. teed. Free estimates. Call
1978 IT 175 trail bike, good 2900 or 753-5702 after 5 Commercial and residen- 753:7140.
condition. 753-2900 or af- pm.
tial. Also patching, sealing,
ter 5, 753-5702.
and striping. For estimates
BEFORE you buy your
52. Boats and Motors call 753-1537.
next set of tires,
1980 Yamaha IT 125,
CHECK our prices!
$725 Call 753-6986 after 5 1975 Evinrude, 25 hp, elec- MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
tric start, 14' Richline with
pm
Economy Tire 8. Serunderpinning,
roof's
sealed,
Moody trailer. $895. Call
vice, 753.8500.
patio awnings, and house
48. Auto. Services
753-6097.
type roofs for mobile
427 Chevrolet motor for 15 Foot Crosby bass boat homes. 753-1873, Jack
18 Years experience in
sale, $325. Call after 5 pm. with trailer, 50 hp Mercury Glover.
474-8007.
motor. May be seen at Dar- Need work on your trees? bathroom and kitchen
work, brick
work,
nell Marine, 94 East.
Four heavy duty life
Topping, pruning, shaping, fireplaces, ceramic tile.
time
shocks, in2 Glaspar walk through, complete removal and -Take advantage of fixing
/
171
stalled, $49 com80 hp Mercury, built-in gas more. Call BOYER'S TREE your home while the craft is
plete.
tank and bilge pump, SERVICE for professional available. Call James Ray
Where?
tree care, 753-8536. •
trailer. $2500. 436-5407.
Hamilton, 753-9400.
Economy Tire 8. SerImport Auto Salvage part.
and repair. Call 474-2325.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

AI'S Super

r

A "Cheapie" but a
good buy. Remodeled
small home with lkz
acre lot on Highway 94
East.

Now Taking Applications
For

Dale Spencer's portable
sand blasting and painting.
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198.

,

75 Acre Farm SE of
Murray. Good 3
bedroom
house.
Property fenced and
dracres tendable.

ts or

53. Services Hired 53. Services Offered

46.

753-1222

RI Ai 11141k
& PROPERTY MANAGE

50. Used Trucks

45. Farms For Sale

„wawa!
) 40 acres, 10 miles west of

37. Livestock-Supplies

•

t

31",

M X 31E11E

4CEA

1972 Datsun 1200, good
shape. Call 753-7869.
For sale or trade 'for bud,
1974 Cutlass Supreme, full
set of rocket mags, burgandy with half white vinyl top,
in good condition. Call 7535612 after 4 pm or anytime
weekends.
1976 Ford Torino, power
steering and brakes, airconditioned, AM-FM 8-track
stereo, like new steel belted
radials, low mileage, clean
and sound. Call after 5 pm,
• 753-9471.
1979 Grand Pr.ix Li, triple
rbtscir-lots- afrcir?res: tall-753-2810.

Outboard 75 hp Evinrude
with controls and fuel tank.
Excellent condition,- Call
474-2266.
1978 Somerset 171
2 ft.
/
with 150 hp Evinrude
motor. Many extras and
trailer with chrome mag
wheels. More information
contact Greg McReynolds,
753-5141.
2' Speedliner, 50 hp
/
141
Johnson motor, power tilt
and trim, trailer included.
Excellent condition. 759'1252.

Oldsmobile
1981
artless LS Sedan,
Driver's Ed car.
Special price!

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILi
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
75_3-5315_
1971 Pontiac Catalina, 4door, new tires, new brakes,
automatic power steering,
air, A-1 shape, like new,
$1500. No rust. Call 4928248 between 7 and 5.
1974 Pinto, completely
overhauled engine, new
tires; great gas mileage.
90,000 miles. $1500. Call
759-4407.
1973 Pontiac Catalina,
$750, in good condition.
753-7981.
1974 VW Dasher stationwagon, 1500 cc, yellow, excellent condition, AM-FM,
5400 mites. Call 759-4675.
Wanted: 69 or 10 400 or
455 Pontiac motor, in good
shape. Also a set of chrome
mags and tires in good
shape for sale or trade for
radial tires. Call
fore 3 pm, 492-8897.

50. Used Trucks
1976 Chevrolet Suburban
Scottsdale 20, power
brakes and steering,
automatic, good condition.
901-782-3592.
1972 Ford an. Call 4928205.

53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs.
Choose from thousands of
Matte- Zotcnguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.
COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN SHOP. Lawnmowers,
Roto-tillers, chain saws, expertly repaired. Pickup and
delivery available. 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
Concrete and block, brick
Basements,
work.
driveways, storm cellars,
porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476.
Carpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling.
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood, quality work.
Phone 753-0565.

Tony Tot specials or

Carter Studio
304 Main

753 8298

LAWN
DEPENDABLE
MOWING. References. Free
estimates. Call Mike at 7538E77.
Experienced carpenter,
remodeling and additions.
Will consider other
work.
miscellaneous
References. C41.759-4815.

Prolessional painting. paperhanging, paneling.
Commercial or residential.
20 year experience. Free
estimates! 759-1987.
and
Small engine
mower repair.
S. 641 Shell
S. 12th St.
753 9131 or
759-1504

Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Sealing

YATES ROOFING. Shingle
roofs, new or re-roofing; old
roof removed, replaced, or
repaired; hot asphalt built
up roofs; metal roofs painted; roof coatings; and roll
roofing. All types roof
repair. References furnished. 18 years experience, all work guaranteed. - -Call "The
Professionals", 753-4596
or 901-642-0158 collect.

57. Wanted

Coating and
753 8163

Aluminum Service Co.,
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

--

Need a lady to share ex-_
penses in nice trifler. Call
759-4571.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center/

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

ANTIQUE
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 2nd, 10 a.m. Rain or Shine at the
lete William Grubbs Grocery, 1 1/z miles surfboat
of Murray on Nwy. 121.
Will sell lots of good antiques. Selling: Oak
dresser; claw foot table; hall tree; 2 organs, 1
walnut and 1 oak in real good shope and fancy;
Walnut baby bed; Seth Thomas mantle clock;
rocking choirs; lamps; iron cook stove; cash
register; stone jugs; candle molds; good and fancy old quilts; baskets; Cherry dining room suite
with 4 fiddle bock chairs and Cherry corner
cabinet; rocking chair; wicker love seat; round
glass china cabinet; also living room suite; electric cook stoves; bedroom suite; maple desk; coffee and end tables; all kinds of hand tools; all
kinds of small items!
Mr. Grubbs was known for making and
refinishing old furniture. Plan to attend this sale!
Not responsible for accidents. lunch on grounds!
Sole conducted by:

SHOEMAKER
AUCTION SERVICE
753-9324
Cashier: Kim Davis
436-2187
Clerk: Edd Davis
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Camel Lights
come out
Z- .
FILTER CIGARET TES

LOW TAR

CAlvTEL.OUALIJY

LOW TAR "
CAMEL TASTE

410,- W.110,7110.--

20 CIGARETTES

LIGHTS

Same low tar,
same Camel taste.

oswileez.

LOW TAR
CAMEL TASTE

a man belongs.

•

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
8 mg. "tar', 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

